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History

T

he Arizona Geological Survey (AZGS) is an
independent state agency, reporting directly to the
governor. The survey has operated as such since
1988. Our heritage traces back to the creation of the
Office of the Territorial Geologist in 1883. The agency
then became part of the University of Arizona from
1893 to 1988, under a number of institutional names.

Statutory Charges

A

ZGS prides itself on a long tradition of supplying
unbiased scientific data and advice on a variety of
topics to government, the public, and industry. The
AZGS is directed to investigate the mineral resources
and geologic characteristics of Arizona under Arizona
Revised Statutes, Title 27, Article 4, Objectives of
Arizona Geological Survey1:
1. Serve as a primary source of geologic
information in this state to enhance public
understanding of the state's geologic character,
geologic hazards and limitations and mineral
resources.
2. Inform, advise and assist the public in matters
concerning the geological processes, materials
and landscapes and the development and use of
the mineral resources of this state.
3. Encourage the wise use of the lands and mineral
resources of this state toward its development.
4. Provide technical advice and assistance in
geology to other state and local governmental
agencies engaged in projects in which the
geologic setting, character or mineral resources
of the state are involved.
5. Provide technical advice and assistance in
geology to industry toward the wise
development and use of the mineral and land
resources of this state.

1

Statutory authority is provided in brackets following the subject

Mission
To inform and advise the public
about the geologic character of
Arizona in order to increase
understanding and encourage
prudent development of the
State's land, water, mineral, and
energy resources.
Public Information
Answer inquiries, prepare and
distribute maps and reports,
maintain a library, databases,
and websites, give talks, and
lead fieldtrips.
Geologic Mapping
Map and describe the origin,
distribution and character of
rock units and their associated
natural hazards and resources
Hazard & Environment
Investigate geologic hazards and
limitations such as earthquakes,
land subsidence, flooding, and
debris flows that may affect the
health and welfare of the public
or impact land and resource
management.
Energy & Mineral Resources
Describe the origin, distribution,
and character of metallic, nonmetallic, and energy resources
and identify areas that have
potential for future discoveries.
Oil & Gas Conservation
Commission
Assist in carrying out the rules,
gas, helium, carbon dioxide, and
geothermal resources.

2
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Director’s Letter

T

he past year has been one of the more eventful
ones in the Arizona Geological Survey’s recent
history. We are growing substantially, driven by
federally-funded projects. In particular, the Department
of Energy funded “State Geothermal Data” project led
to extensive and ongoing hiring of staff, enhancement
of our information technology infrastructure, and a
growing national role for the Survey in data integration
and management.
The other big event occurred when the Survey took
over operation of the Arizona Department of Mines and
Mineral Resources in late January 2011, when the
agency was slated to be closed down. AZGS hired all the
staff except the Executive Director who retired, and
took temporary custody of the department’s assets. We
kept the ADMMR office in Phoenix open and
maintained their services while the Legislature and
Governor approved the formal consolidation of ADMMR
with AZGS, effective July 20, 2011.
I want to personally thank Dr. Madan Singh, former
Director of ADMMR, the ADMMR Board members, and
the former ADMMR staff for their selfless cooperation
during a wrenching time for them. Governor Jan Brewer
put her senior staff to work on the emergency takeover,
along with the heads of the state’s finance,
administration, and personnel agencies, to make sure
the transfer was completed almost overnight to
preserve ADMMR’s records and maintain continued
public access to them.
Over the past three years, and in the midst of a
nationwide recession, AZGS has grown at
unprecedented rates due to our success in bringing in
external funds to subsidize and underwrite our work on
state issues that the state can no longer fully fund. We
have a more stable funding base, greater infrastructure,
and a support staff that we can bring to the
consolidated agencies. The resulting economies of scale
promises better service to you and our other customers
and stakeholders at a lower cost.

Highlights
AZGS moved from a state-funded
to grant-funded business model
AZGS is the prime contractor on
the Department of Energy
funded $22 million State
Geothermal Data project with 45
states participating
AZGS geologists were awarded
the John C., Frye Award from the
Geological Society of America for
the outstanding environmental
publication for the AZGS report
on geology of the San Pedro
River
AZGS responded to floods, debris
flows, and landslides from
Havasu Canyon in the north to
the Monument wildfire in the
south
Consolidation of the Department
of Mines & Mineral Resources
with AZGS was signed into law,
following AZGS’s emergency
operation of that agency
AZGS is assessing mineral
resource potential for potash,
copper, uranium, manganese,
gold, silver, aggregates
AZGS, working on behalf of the
Arizona Oil & Gas Conservation
Commission, permitted 77 wells
and core holes, the second
largest number in history
AZGS released 21 publications,
including 33 map sheets
More than 650 AZGS
publications are now online for
free downloading
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AZGS continues to play a prominent role with Arizona’s natural resources and natural hazards.
Among some of the more notable accomplishments this past year are:















Response to floods and landslides that caused extensive damage in Havasu Canyon
Post-fire hazards assessment for floods and debris flows in the Chiricahua and Huachuca
mountains (Horseshoe 2 and Monument wildfires)
Assessment of the seismic hazards to Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station in light of
the Japanese earthquake
Winning the national John C. Frye Award for best environmental publication for our map
of the San Pedro River geology for adjudication purposes
Addition of over 600 AZGS publications to an online document repository for free
downloading
Completion of earth fissure mapping in Pinal County, and substantial progress in Cochise
County
Discovery and initial characterization of the Chino Valley fault zone
Publication of an influential report addressing potential uranium contamination of the
Colorado River
Issuance of 77 drilling permits for the Arizona Oil & Gas Conservation Commission, the
second largest number in history, primarily for potash core holes in the Holbrook basin
Opening of an AZGS online bookstore at Amazon.com and sale of our first e-book
Successful completion of the first year of the $22 million national State Geothermal Data
project (with 46 subcontractors in 45 states contributing data from all 50 states) with
excellent reviews on our management and progress – over 33,000 data sets posted to
the digital catalog so far, with dozens of Web services enabled
Multiple projects to assess the potential for geologic sequestration of carbon dioxide
across Arizona
Extensive use of online social media, including YouTube, Facebook, and Twitter, to get
information, news, and data out to our customers

During the past three years, our state general fund appropriations were effectively reduced
about 45%. We have gone from 12.5 employees paid by state funds in FY08, to only 4 today, a
two-thirds reduction. The salaries for nearly 90% of our staff come from contracts and grants.
We rely on these external funds to carry out much of our work for the state that the state
cannot longer afford to support.
We have been incredibly successful in moving from a primarily state-funded to a self-funded
mode of operation. One of our challenges is to maintain this level of fund-raising and to ensure
that we find continuing funds that can help us meet state priorities and needs. This shift may
represent a long- term change in funding for state agencies in general across the nation.
M. Lee Allison, Ph.D., R.G.
Director & State Geologist
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Consolidation of Arizona Department of Mines & Mineral Resources

O

n January 14, 2011, the Governor’s office announced the closure of the Arizona
Department of Mines & Mineral Resources upon the premature expenditure of the
agency’s state appropriation, to take place one week later. ADMMR staff and Board had
hoped for an emergency supplemental funding package from the Legislature; however, given
the state’s fiscal situation that was not forthcoming. On January 21, the ADMMR governing
board transferred custody of the department’s files and physical resources to the Arizona
Geological Survey for one year, or until the State Legislature acted on the Governor’s proposal
to consolidate the two agencies.
AZGS committed to keeping the doors open to the ADMMR offices in Phoenix and public access
to their extensive records, maps, and reports, at least through the end of the state fiscal year,
June 30, pending the Legislature’s decision. ADMMR Director Dr. Madan Singh officially retired
on January 21, but graciously agreed to come back as needed to help in the transition and to
finalize any outstanding reports. All other ADMMR staff accepted offers of employment with
the AZGS at their current status and were transferred without interruption.
AZGS did not assume the statutory duties of ADMMR nor was this a merger of the agencies.
ADMMR continued to exist in statute and the Governing Board was responsible for the
department assets and any remaining funds. AZGS reported on our custodianship on a regular
basis to the Board. The statutory duties of the mines department and the geological survey are
complementary and the Survey's mission is written broadly enough that we all felt we could
continue to meet the needs of the citizens, agencies, and businesses of Arizona with regard to
the mines department’s assets, both physical and intellectual.
ADMMR held the state’s most extensive collection of historical and technical mine and mineral
resource files, including many from now-defunct companies or personal libraries. They are
irreplaceable.
Yes, these files are invaluable to the small-mine operator, as newspaper reports have
emphasized, but they are also heavily used by other government agencies, by the larger
companies that have not worked in Arizona, and a variety of land owners, among others.
ADMMR worked with the Arizona Corporation Commission and the Attorney General to provide
them with solid engineering and economic evaluations on the issuance and sale of mining
securities. Additionally, they provided expertise and reliable information on mining projects
across the state to federal and state regulatory agencies, helping them understand the
economic, planning, and environmental impacts associated with proposed projects. ADMMR,
like AZGS, participated as a cooperating agency in numerous federal environmental impact
statements (EIS), bringing their mining engineering expertise to bear.
ADMMR’s state funds were exhausted at the end of January. With the state’s dire fiscal
situation and severe budget cuts imposed state-wide, an emergency budget increase was just
not realistic. Instead, Governor Brewer recognized that consolidating two small agencies with
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complementary missions was fiscally responsible. AZGS can preserve their critical records
maintaining access for government and the public.

Contracts and Grants
Existing contracts and grants were placed under supervision of the State Comptroller pending a
review of them to determine whether AZGS could take them over, meet the obligations, and
obtain agreement for transferring them from the funding agencies. AZGS worked with the
Department of Administration’s Central Services Bureau to reassign appropriate previous costs
to contracts, replacing state general funds that were expended on them. Remaining
unexpended monies have been returned to two funding sources in an effort close out those
agreements. We are in the process of transferring Bureau of Land Management (BLM) digitizing
grants from the ADMMR to AZGS.

Budget and Finances
The State Comptroller took charge of the ADMMR budget on January 21. We determined which
funds could be collected on contracts for work completed on them yet charged to State General
Funds. The Comptroller completed the transactions. The contract funds replaced enough
general funds to cover the remaining rent on ADMMR file storage space at 1400 W.
Washington, in Phoenix.
AZGS installed a point-of-sales system in the ADMMR office for publication sales. Sales of
ADMMR publications are tracked separately and the revenues are credited to the ADMMR state
account.

Physical Assets
In 2010, the Arizona Mining and Mineral Museum was transferred by statute from ADMMR to
the Arizona Historical Society to be converted into the “Arizona Experience” museum in
celebration of the 2012 Arizona Centennial. AZGS consulted with the attorneys for us and
ADMMR regarding the ownership of minerals, mining displays, and other resources in the
Mining and Mineral Museum. Despite expectations, or understanding, by some stakeholders
that the legislation transferring the museum to AHS left the minerals and other property in the
ownership of ADMMR, the attorneys confirmed that everything in the museum was to be
transferred to AHS. However, it was determined that files, reports, and maps donated during
the custodianship period would be accepted as contributions to ADMMR.
AZGS upgraded all desktop computers in the ADMMR offices and installed a new server with
sufficient storage to handle the higher resolution digital materials being produced by the staff
as records are digitized and placed in an online public-access repository. AZGS also repaired and
serviced the on-site large-format scanner.

Consolidation
On April 6, 2011 Governor Brewer signed SB1615, State Agencies Consolidation, formally
consolidating ADMMR with AZGS, effective July 20, 2011. This action transfers the duties and
responsibilities of ADMMR, including the director’s membership on the Centennial and Mining
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and Mineral Museum Advisory Council, to AZGS. The ADMMR offices are now functioning as
the Phoenix Branch office of the AZGS.
AZGS will continue to:


Maintain a repository of mineral and mining information, including databases, books,
periodicals, individual mine files, mine map repository files, mining district data and an
archive of mine data



Provide quality mining data, evaluation, and assistance relating to mineral development
to the legislature, federal, state and local governmental agencies, industry, and the
public

In addition, the Fiscal Year 2012 state budget provides one-time funding of $100,000 to initiate
digitization of ADMMR’s extensive historical mining and mineral resource files. These will be
stored in a publicly accessible online repository for viewing and downloading. AZGS has already
confirmed a data digitization matching grant from the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) for FY12 in
the amount of $41,495 to capitalize on one-time state funds.
While the FY12 state budget allocates funds to AZGS for scanning and digitization of ADMMR
records and maps, there are no appropriated funds for operations or salaries. AZGS is preparing
its FY12 budget plan to include maintaining the Phoenix operations and staff employment. We
are currently seeking alternate office space that will provide better public access and will allow
consolidation of all AZGS Phoenix staff, files, and records in one location.
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Economic Geology

A

ZGS provides sound scientific research and documentation of the state’s energy and
mineral resources, as part of our objectives to provide technical advice and assistance in
geology to industry and government agencies toward the wise development and use of the
mineral and land resources of this state.

Mineral Resources
Approximately 65 percent of the nation’s annual copper
supply is mined in Arizona. Arizona is also one of the top
five producers of aggregate and sand and gravel. Arizona
mines and quarries directly employed over 16,500
generating more than $1.52 billion a year in salaries. The
state is typically number one or two in the nation for
nonfuel mineral production. The total economic impact of
mining in Arizona is approximately $11 billion annually.
Active exploration programs are underway across the state
for silver, manganese, iron, uranium, rare earths, and
potash, among others. The Gold Road gold mine restarted
production in August 2010 after being inactive for more
than a decade. The Copperstone gold mine should resume
operation in Fall 2011. The rise in copper prices is pushing
up employment in existing mines and plans are underway
for expansion in many operations. New copper mines are
under development by Rosemont Copper, Resolution
Copper, and Curis Resources. Below are a few of the AZGS
activities in FY2011 involving mineral resources.

Potash [§27-152.01-5]
Potash is primarily used in agricultural fertilizer. The AZGS
2008 publication, Potash and Related Resources of the
Holbrook Basin, Arizona (OFR-08-07), triggered a modest
potash leasing rush in in the Holbrook Basin region of
eastern Arizona. The Holbrook potash forms a sheet-like
mass 1,000 to 1,500 feet below the surface. Exploration
drilling activity in the Holbrook area has resulted from
global demand and the attractiveness of the Arizona
deposit.

Arizona Geological Survey’s
Mineral Resource Projects
Help Drive Arizona’s Economy
Potash – primarily a plant
fertilizer. There is a worldwide
shortage of this critical mineral.
The Holbrook Basin has been
identified by AZGS as one of the
largest deposits of potash in the
US with possibly more than onequarter of the nation’s
recoverable resource.
Manganese – an essential
ingredient in most steel. The only
significant known U.S. resources
are located in northwestern
Arizona.
Uranium – northwestern
Arizona has produced more than
11,000 tons of uranium but there
is controversy over new mining.
A report published by AZGS
evaluated potential
contamination of Colorado River
water.
Copper – southeastern Arizona is
one of the top copper producing
regions in the world. AZGS is a
cooperating agency, advising on
environmental impact
statements.
Aggregates – AZGS is designated
under a new law (SB1598) to
assist local governments in
incorporating aggregates in
land use planning.
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Figure 1. Thickness of salt and extent of potash deposit with drill holes in the Holbrook Basin

At the end of FY11, prices were greater than $400 per ton, up from historic prices of less than
$150 per ton and 2010 recession low of around $350. Four companies applied for and received
drilling permits for 81 exploration drill holes. Forty-six exploration holes have been drilled
through June 2011; 35 of which were drilled since February 2011, and more are scheduled.
Sixty five boxes of potash core from the Holbrook basin were submitted to AZGS but remained
confidential for a year.
Manganese [§27-152.01-5]
Manganese is an essential ingredient in
most steel. The only significant
manganese resources known in the U.S.
are located in western Arizona and are
centered on the Artillery manganese
district (see map figure 2).
A recent report (2008) by the U.S.
National Research Council, titled
Minerals, Critical Minerals, and the U.S.
Economy, evaluated the “supply risk” and
“impact of supply restriction” of a variety
of mineral resources. “Supply risk” is
related to the diversity and distribution of
sources of a mineral commodity. For
example, a commodity that is derived
from one mine in a politically unstable

Figure 2. Location map of Artillery manganese district.
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country would have a very
high supply risk. “Impact of
supply restriction” is a
measure of the adverse
consequences to the U.S.
economy of a major supply
restriction. Mineral
resources that rate highly
in both categories are
considered critical. Using
this criterion, manganese is
considered to be one of
the most critical minerals
to the U.S. economy, with
an economic impact of
supply restriction second
only to the platinum group
metal rhodium (see graph
below).
The Arizona Geological
Figure 3. Economic impact supply restriction of manganese.
Survey was awarded
$84,294 by the USGS in May 2011, to conduct a one-year geologic-mapping investigation of the
Artillery manganese district as part of the STATEMAP program (described on page 24). This
award will be matched by $84,352 in state general funds.
American Manganese Inc. has reported assays from 20 exploratory drill holes in the Artillery
Peak area (http://www.americanmanganeseinc.com/) and hopes to develop a manganese mine
using a new electrolytic technique to concentrate the manganese. Arizona Geological Survey
Economic Geology Section Chief Jon Spencer is cooperating with American Manganese
geologists and expects to work with company personnel in an effort to better understand the
deposit geology and to organize a geologic field trip to the area in 2012. The field trip will be
open to the public.
Uranium [§27-152.01-5]
The Grand Canyon region contains over 1,300 known or suspected breccia pipes, some of which
contain uranium deposits. Breccia pipes are vertical, pipe-shaped bodies of highly fractured
rock that collapsed into voids created by dissolution of underlying rock millions of years ago.
The uranium deposits are typically hundreds of feet to more than a thousand feet underground.
More than 11,000 tons of uranium has been mined from nine breccia-pipe deposits. Eight of
these deposits are north of the Grand Canyon and south of the town of Fredonia, within a onemillion-acre area of federal land.
This land was temporarily withdrawn from mineral entry pending completion of an EIS by the
BLM. The EIS is being prepared in part because of potential contamination to the Colorado
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River by uranium mining. Arizona
Geological Survey Economic
Geology Section Chief Jon
Spencer, with co-author Karen
Wenrich (Ph.D. uranium
specialist), completed a report in
April 2011 that demonstrates
potential accidental uranium
contamination to river water
would be small and hard to detect
compared to the 40-80 tons of
uranium carried by the river
annually from natural erosion and
runoff.
The AZGS report was submitted to
Figure 4. Kanab North mine, 2010.
BLM as part of AZGS official
responsibilities as a cooperating agency in the EIS development process. It is almost certain that
there are more uranium deposits beneath the Colorado Plateau than presently known.
Copper [§27-152.01-5]
Southeastern Arizona is one of the three largest copper provinces in the world. Numerous large
copper mines in the area have also yielded significant molybdenum, lead, zinc, silver, and gold.
Three of these large deposits have
been mined southwest of Tucson in
the Sierrita Mountains, and a
fourth, the Rosemont deposit
southeast of Tucson, is in the
permitting process (see figure 5).
Much of the area around the
Rosemont deposit is Coronado
National Forest land. An EIS is being
prepared by the US Forest Service
to evaluate the land transfer
necessary for the planned
Rosemont mine. The AZGS is a
cooperating agency in preparation
of the EIS. AZGS analysis of the
draft EIS found no significant
problems with the geological
aspects of the study.
Figure 5. Comparison of mine footprints for existing copper mines and proposed
Rosemont mine.
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Energy Resources
Arizona Oil & Gas Conservation Commission [§27-515.A]
The Arizona Oil & Gas Conservation Commission is
administered and supported through the AZGS. The
Commission was established to administer and enforce state
laws regulating oil, gas, and geothermal resource drilling,
production, and closure. It is an independent state body, with
Commissioners appointed by the Governor. However, the
Commission has no state appropriate funding for staff, so
AZGS provides all administrative and technical support to
carry out the Commission’s duties. The AZGS Director
appoints an Oil & Gas Administrator to serve as the principal
officer for the Commission. AZGS assumes all the costs of the
Commission. Permitting fees charged by the Commission go
to the State Treasurer, not to AZGS.
By ensuring proper drilling, completion, and production
practices, the Commission promotes conservation and
prevents the waste of these energy resources. It also protects
land owners’ rights to these resources, encourages
responsible energy resource exploration and development,
safeguards the environment, and promotes public safety.

Commissioners are:
J. Dale Nations, Tucson,
chairman; Robert L.
Wagner, Mesa, vice
chairman; Stephen
Cooper, Casa Grande,
Frank Thorwald, Phoenix;
and Maria Baier, ex-offico
member and State Land
Commissioner.
Steven L. Rauzi, the Oil
and Gas Administrator,
issues permits to drill,
monitors drilling, inspects
completed wells, compiles
drilling and production
data, maintains well files,
and does other duties on
behalf of the OGCC. The
Commission met four
times in FY2011.

The Commission fulfills its mission by:


Issuing permits for oil, gas, and geothermal wells



Monitoring and inspecting wells and facilities



Maintaining effective rules in Title 12, Chapter 7, of the Arizona Administrative Code



Collecting, compiling, and maintaining drilling, production, and subsurface data for
industry and public use



Coordinating enforcement with the Arizona Attorney General



Completing geologic studies to encourage exploring and developing Arizona’s oil, gas,
and geothermal resources.

In FY11, 77 drilling permits were issued and 38 wells were drilled. This is the second highest
permit number in history. Most of the permits were for potash exploratory core holes in the
Holbrook basin in eastern Arizona (figure 6). In FY2011 783,100 acres were leased for oil and
gas in Arizona, down from 930,000 acres in 2010.
Production, refining, and storage. Oil production in calendar year (CY) 2010 totaled 40,137
barrels from 14 producing wells; down from 46,193 barrels from 16 wells in 2009. Gas
production in CY 2010 totaled 183 million cubic feet from five producing wells; down from 712
million cubic feet from six wells in 2009.
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Both of Arizona's refineries remained closed. The refineries near Fredonia and Coolidge have
been shut down since January 1997 and August 1993, respectively. The refinery near Fredonia
is used as a storage and transfer site for asphalt products.
Liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) transferred through storage wells west of Phoenix and at
Adamana in CY 2010 included 151 million gallons in receipts and 162 million gallons in
deliveries. In CY 2009, 144 million gallons were received and 171 million gallons were delivered.
About 68 million gallons of LPG were in storage at yearend 2010, up from the 62 million gallons
the year before. Fourteen storage wells in subsurface salt are in use.
Leasing. There were 710,000 acres leased for oil and gas in Arizona at yearend 2010, down from
the 1.319 million acres at yearend 2009. Oil and gas leases on State Trust land totaled 352,000
acres in December 2010, down from 961,000 acres in December 2009. Federal land leased in
December 2010 totaled 358,000 acres, unchanged from 358,000 acres in December 2009.
Inspection and enforcement. Staff made semiannual
inspections of 28 hydrocarbon-storage wells west of Phoenix
and at Adamana and witnessed the drilling of potash coreholes
near Holbrook. Inspections are conducted to ensure that
wellhead valves, safety alarms, and emergency shutdown
systems are working properly and that cement is circulated
back to the surface.
Subsurface data. The OGCC requires drilling operators to submit subsurface data, including rock
samples, logs, and all test results, to the AZGS to be filed and archived. These drilling data add
to the general understanding of Arizona's geologic framework and subsurface mineral and
energy resources. The AZGS maintains a series of maps that show the location of oil, gas, and
geothermal wells and the types of subsurface data that are available for examination.
Subsurface core samples from the potash exploration play near Holbrook were added to the
AZGS sample repository.
The Commission website (http://www.azogcc.az.gov) has been dramatically revised, to provide
more information and more easily discoverable information on permits and production.
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Figure 6. Online interactive map viewer, showing potash coreholes in the Holbrook basin.

Helium is on the Rise
The current posted price of $64.75 per Mcf in-kind and $75.00 per Mcf open market has
increased interest in the hunt for helium. Some of the richest helium-bearing gas in the world
was produced in Arizona. Helium concentrations range from trace amounts up to ten percent in
the Holbrook Basin and Four Corners region. Both areas have good potential for additional
discovery and production of helium.
Enhanced Oil Resources (EOR), formally Ridgeway Arizona Petroleum filed a proposal to
establish filed spacing of 320 acres in the St. Johns area. The industry standard is 640 acres;
however the field’s heterogeneity does not require this spacing.
Carbon Dioxide Sequestration [§27-152.01-5]
Carbon sequestration—the long-term storage of carbon dioxide in geologic reservoirs—offers
the potential to keep coal-fired power plants viable in anticipation of restrictions being placed
on CO2 emissions. The following are grant funded carbon dioxide sequestration projects at the
AZGS:

14
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Arizona CO2 Sequestration (COTSA) is new award to create an updated geologic
database including stratigraphy and structure for Arizona for use in the U.S.
Geological Survey national geologic carbon dioxide sequestration assessment.
The study area is the Colorado plateau.
Rocky Mountain Carbon Capture and Sequestration (RMCCS) is in year 2 of the
subcontract to AZGS to “Assess Regional Significance of the Dakota, Entrada, and
Weber-Equivalent Supai Group in Arizona.” Principal investigator is Brian
McPherson of the University of Utah. AZGS Project Manager is Jon Spencer. Most
work is being done by Steve Rauzi, Oil & Gas Administrator at AZGS. The work is
being conducted in the Colorado Plateau.
West Coast Regional Carbon Sequestration Partnership (WESTCARB), Phase III –
Arizona Geological Sequestration Principal Investigator is Mike Gravely of the
California Energy Commission (CEC); AZGS Project Manager is Research Geologist
Brian Gootee. WESTCARB is a sub award from the CEC to provide a state-wide
assessment evaluating all geologic formations and settings to evaluate carbon
dioxide sequestration. Established in 2003, WESTCARB is one of seven research
partnerships funded by the Department of Energy. The final product is the
interactive National Carbon Explorer.
Geothermal Energy
AZGS is collecting, compiling, and providing online access of relevant geothermal information in
Arizona as part of the National Geothermal Data System (NGDS, further discussed in
Geoinformatics section). The data includes thermal water well, thermal springs, and oil & gas
and mineral exploration well data,
including temperature and chemistry;
active faults, volcanic vents, and
geological maps; as well as numerous
geothermal related records, reports, and
publications. In Arizona, during FY11,
relevant geothermal data were compiled
from existing records for over 1,300
thermal water wells, 125 thermal
springs, and 1,147 oil and gas wells, with
over 6,000 records made accessible as
online services. In addition, over 4,350
documents, reports, and publications
were made available for public access.
All data are stored in electronic format
and accessible through an online catalog.
Arizona’s Basin and Range Province
basins provide potential for large-volume
conductive geothermal resources due to
high-to-moderate heat flow and
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favorable permeability, especially fractured and faulted deep basin-fill rock units. Arizona is in
an arid region with a large agricultural economic base and large, rapidly growing metropolitan
areas. There is significant competition between rural agricultural regions and cities over current
and future use and control over ground water to include the low-temperature geothermal
water sources. Large power generation facilities for providing electricity for communities
require deep wells at considerable cost, but abundant existing deep water-supply wells and
irrigation wells have potential for conversion to private and smaller commercial geothermal
direct-heat uses.
Geothermal space heating and district heating are becoming more popular in areas where the
resource is collocated with population.2 Popular and feasible usages include community
facilities with large heating/cooling loads, such as schools. Geothermal systems have potential
to be incorporated in new developments, especially in areas that are experiencing urban
growth. Geothermal aquaculture and greenhouses are major direct-use applications with
noticeable growth in Arizona, for example Desert Sweet Biofuels and the Willcox Greenhouse.
AZGS hosted Dr. Frank Horowitz, co-founder of the Western Australian Geothermal Centre of
Excellence, in January 2011. Dr. Horowitz conducted two webinars on geothermal air
conditioning which were webcast nationally and available on YouTube for viewing.
Core and Cuttings Repository [§27-152.01-5]
AZGS maintains a sample
repository of rock cores and
cuttings from industry wells
that is open to the public.
Principal users are companies
exploring for mineral and
energy resources. Mining
industry leaders tell us this is
the most important service we
can provide to industry. They
save hundreds of thousands of
dollars or more by not having
to drill areas that were
previously drilled by others,
and in some areas, there are
new restrictions that make it
difficult if not impossible to get
Figure 7. Researchers from Los Alamos National Laboratory and University of Wyoming
access to the land. This also
examine core from the St. John carbon dioxide field, to better understand how CO2 is
results in less environmental
naturally sequestered in geologic formations.
impact.

2

Collocated community is defined as being within 8 km of a geothermal resource with a temperature of at least 50
degrees Celsius (source: Oregon Institute of Technology, Geo-Heat Center)
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Commission Related Meetings & Events of Significance
Interstate Oil and Gas Compact Commission (IOGCC) Annual Meeting:
Governor Brewer’s recorded remarks were well received by the attendees at the 75th annual
meeting, which was held in Tucson, November 15-16, 2010. Delegates from 36 states and
numerous national organizations attended. The issue of hydrofracturing for shale gas is
dominating discussions in most producing states and looks to be the focus of environmental
debates for the next two years.
Arizona Oil & Gas Conservation Commission Bond Fund Reporting, Annual Review by the
Commission:
We have now set up a separate fund in the AZGS budget to deposit all bonds, with concurrence
from OPSB and JLBC, so that they are not vulnerable to being swept. An AZGS policy set up
procedures for handling bonds, including requiring written approval from the AZOGCC Chair
before bond funds are transferred or released. AZGS will prepare an annual report to the
Commission on the status of all bonds, held by AZGS and the Treasurer. The plan was approved
by the Commission at their October 15, 2010 meeting.
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Geologic Hazards

G

eologic hazards – geologic conditions or phenomena that endangers life, property,
infrastructure, and livestock – occur in terrains ranging from the flattest valley floor to the
most precipitous mountain slope. In Arizona some of the more common hazards include:
landslides, debris flows, rock fall, creep, earthquakes, floods and flash floods, earth fissures,
expanding or shrinking soils, radon gas emission, and less commonly, geomagnetic storms and
volcanic activity.

Earth Fissures [§27-152.01-3]
Earth fissures — geologic hazards that result from groundwater overdrafts and subsidence —
pose a risk to people and property in the basins of southern and central Arizona.
The real estate and homebuilders industries have made identifying earth fissures a priority and
legislation passed in 2006 gave AZGS the responsibility for mapping fissures across the state. A
key provision in the law
protects realty agents,
homebuilders, and home
sellers from liability if they
refer buyers to the AZGS
published earth fissure maps
as the official information
source.
Subsequently, AZGS Earth
Fissure Maps not only serve
the realty and homebuilding
economic sectors but also
create new business for the
geotechnical and consulting
industry as clients seek
detailed analyses and
mitigation of identified
fissures.

Figure 8. Earth fissure in the Sulfur Springs Hills area of Cochise County.

AZGS has produced 22 earth fissure maps since launching the program in late 2006. In FY 201011, The AZGS released 3 new fissure maps in Pinal County, which completes our initial phase of
mapping in Maricopa and Pinal Counties. We released our first earth fissure map in Cochise
County, and mapping continues in this area. These Earth Fissure Maps are a subseries of the
Digital Map Series and are currently offered as free online downloads through the AZGS Web
site (http://www.azgs.az.gov/efv.shtml and figure 9). The earth fissure maps have been viewed
more than 17,000 by 10,000 unique visitors in FY 2010-11. AZGS maintains an online interactive
Earth Fissure Viewer that allows users to key in an address to find nearby Earth fissures or to
search and view detailed maps any of the fissures mapped so far
(http://services.azgs.az.gov/OnlineMaps/fissures.html).
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Figure 9. Earth fissure viewer for the Luke Study Area (Maricopa County). Users can type in an address to see if there are any Earth fissures
near their property.

Cooperative Publications & Work
AZGS supports the Arizona Land Subsidence Group (AzLSG), a group of geologists and engineers
which meets regularly to discuss technical and policy issues related to subsidence and earth
fissures. Two AZGS geologists are on the steering committee, and membership comprises a
broad spectrum of researchers, consultants, state and local governments, and other
stakeholders. AzLSG authored a white paper on knowledge gaps and research needs with
respect to subsidence and earth fissures, which AZGS has published. In the past year, AzLSG,
with active involvement from AZGS, drafted recommendations for minimum earth fissure
investigation requirements. These will be finalized later in 2011 and will be published by the
AZGS.
During FY 2010-11, the AZGS began a cooperative project with the Arizona Department of
Water Resources to assess potential subsidence and earth fissure hazards for the Central
Arizona Project. This project will continue through FY11-12.

Natural Hazards Characterization [§27-152.01-1(c)]
Assessing Hazards to Highways, Dwellings & Recreation Areas after Natural Disasters [§27152.01-1(c)]
AZGS is increasingly called upon by the real estate industry, home builders, utilities, state and
federal agencies, and local governments to provide information, assessments, and advice on a
range of geologic hazards that could impact facilities and infrastructure. Engineering and
geotechnical firms rely on AZGS as an important resource in evaluating sites for industrial,
commercial, and residential development.
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Seismic Hazards
AZGS geologists have been involved in
most of the investigations of young
faults—potential sources of large
earthquakes—in Arizona during the
past several decades. The AZGS also
managed eight broadband
seismometers that constitute a core
capability of the Arizona Integrated
Seismic Network in cooperation with
each of the state universities. The
AZGS is operating this network in
cooperation with the Arizona
Earthquake Information Center at
NAU. The USGS is integrating the
network into the National Earthquake
Information Center (NEIC). The
Mexican counterparts are working to
setup a real time data exchange
between the networks.
The network enhances our ability to
monitor and locate seismic events that
impact Arizona. This should aid in our
understanding of seismic hazards across the state. The recent devastating tsunami in Japan and
the damage to a nuclear generating station there has focused attention on seismic hazard and
nuclear power stations.
AZGS staff members are working with the Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station to assure that
seismic hazard assessments for that site are robust and up-to-date. Due to vandalism at the
monitoring site near Palo Verde, AZGS and Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station are working
to repair this site in FY12. AZGS staff testified at the Corporation Commission Special Hearing on
the generating station’s safety, specifically discussing seismic hazards. The AZGS also received
funding from the Federal Emergency Management Agency to develop outreach materials
describing seismic hazards in Arizona.
AZ Shakes project
Earthquakes present a hazard to the Arizona public and considerable risk to their property and
infrastructure. The AZ Shakes program (http://azgs.az.gov/az-shakes/), funded through FEMA’s
National Earthquake Hazard Reduction Program (NEHRP), provides online and printed materials
to alert civil authorities and the public to the hazards of earthquakes. With assistance from the
Arizona Division of Emergency Management (ADEM), we have distributed informative
brochures to county and municipal emergency managers of Arizona. Additionally, we have
filmed and released several short videos describing the origin of earthquakes and the
relationship between earthquakes and fault (for example
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http://www.youtube.com/user/azgsweb#p/a/u/0/2ifSYsTq-3A). We continue to work with
ADEM and civil authorities to inform and advise the Arizona public to the hazards and risks of
this infrequent but real geologic hazard.
Chino Valley Fault Zone [§27-152.01-1]
AZGS geologists released a preliminary assessment of the Little Chino fault zone near Chino
Valley (DGM-80). A road cut exposing this fault zone was discovered during the course of a
STATEMAP mapping project. Based on evaluation of the deposits that are faulted and some
preliminary age estimates of the deposits, it is most likely that this fault has been active in the
past 50,000 years. Samples have been submitted for dating that should allow us to better
estimate the age of youngest fault rupture and the longer record of faulting events.

Figure 10. Outcrop of Chino Valley fault, with fault traces superimposed showing offset of sedimentary layers.
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Flood and Debris Flow
Hazards
The AZGS has assisted
state and federal
agencies and local
governments in assessing
flood hazards and debris
flow hazards for many
years. In the past year,
the primary focus of
these activities has been
to understand flooding
and debris flow potential
after the large fires that
occurred in 2010 and
2011. AZGS geologists
worked with the USFS
Figure 11. Damage to campground from October 2010 flooding, Havasu Canyon. Photo credit
and Coconino County to
Brian Gootee.
characterize flooding and
debris flows that damaged the Timberline neighborhood in the wake of the Shultz Fire, as well
as to assess the potential for more debris flows in subsequent years. AZGS staff also
investigated a debris flow near Payson which occurred below an area burned 5 years ago in an
effort to assess further risk. A heavy equipment operator was critically injured clearing the
highway of this debris. In addition, staff was requested to survey the flow that blocked Highway
188 near Lake Roosevelt. At the end of FY 2010-11, AZGS geologists were working with federal,
state and local agencies to evaluate the potential for debris flows after the Horseshoe 2 and
Monument fires in Cochise
County. AZGS geologist,
Ann Youberg, is the only
non-federal participant on
the Burn Area Emergency
Response (BAER) Team.

Figure 12. AZGS geologist Ann Youberg shows extent of a debris flow deposited above
Flagstaff’s Timberline neighborhood, following the Schultz wildfire.

AZGS continues to assist the
Havasupai Tribe in their
response to several recent
floods, including floods that
occurred in early October
2010. The AZGS developed
a geologic map of the
Havasupai valley and
provided geologic
assessments of areas that
have been damaged or
altered by the recent
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floods. These assessments will assist the tribe submit a proposal to FEMA to develop an
updated, comprehensive Hazard Mitigation Plan.
AZGS has a long history of working with local governments to assess the potential for alluvial
fan flooding in the valleys of central and southern Arizona. During FY 2010-11, AZGS geologists
completed draft surficial geologic maps of the Gillespie area for the Flood Control District of
Maricopa County. These maps will assist the District in evaluating the potential for alluvial fan
and sheet flooding in areas that may be developed in the next few decades.
Multi-Hazard Viewer
The AZGS has received funding from the Federal Emergency Management Agency, and is
working in cooperation with the Arizona Division of Emergency Management, to develop a GISbased multi-hazard viewer for Arizona, that will link with efforts already underway in California
and Nevada.
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Geologic Mapping

M

apping projects are the core mechanism for releasing scientific data to the public for
economic mineral and energy production as well as hazard mitigation. AZGS maps and
describes the origin, distribution and character of rock units and their associated natural
hazards and resources for government, industry, and the public. AZGS relies on an external
Geologic Mapping Advisory Committee (see below, page 47) comprised of representatives from
government and industry to set priorities for areas to be mapped.

STATEMAP Projects [§27-152.01-1]
The AZGS Economic Geology section leads the State Geologic Mapping (STATEMAP) component
of the USGS-run National Cooperative Geologic Mapping Program and handles all bedrock
mapping. Every year since 1993 the AZGS has been awarded federal funds with equal matching
state funds for its geologic mapping program. AZGS is gradually mapping the entire state at a
scale of 1:24,000, with priorities set by an external committee of industry and agency
representatives.
Since 1993, AZGS has been awarded over $3 million in federal funds alone under the U.S.
Geologic Survey’s National Cooperative Geologic Mapping Program’s STATEMAP component.
STATEMAP 2009-2010
In FY10, AZGS was awarded $195,221 by the USGS with AZGS providing state matching funds of
$195,656 (contract period is September 14, 2009 to September 17, 2010). All deliverable maps
were submitted to the USGS and approved as meeting the terms of the contract. The following
represents the deliverables submitted:
Youberg, A., Spencer, J.E., and Pearthree, P.A., Geologic map of the Yuma East 7 ½'
Quadrangle, Yuma County, Arizona: Arizona Geological Survey Digital Geologic Map
DGM-86, scale 1:24,000.
Pearthree, P.A., Geologic map of the Yuma SE 7 ½' Quadrangle, Yuma County, Arizona:
Arizona Geological Survey Digital Geologic Map DGM-87, scale 1:24,000.
Youberg, A., Geologic map of the Somerton 7 ½' Quadrangle, Yuma County, Arizona:
Arizona Geological Survey Digital Geologic Map DGM-88, scale 1:24,000.
Spencer, J.E., Lingrey, S.H., Johnson, B.J., Cook, J.P., and Richard, S.M., 2010, Geologic map
of the Happy Valley 7 ½' Quadrangle, Cochise and Pima Counties, Arizona: Arizona
Geological Survey Digital Geologic Map DGM-89, scale 1:24,000.
Pearthree, P.A., and Ferguson, C.A., Geologic map of the Wineglass Ranch 7 ½' Quadrangle,
Yavapai County, Arizona: Arizona Geological Survey Digital Geologic Map DGM-90,
scale 1:24,000.
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Ferguson, C.A., Gootee, B.F., Pearthree, P.A., and Cook, J.P., Geologic map of the Paulden 7
½' Quadrangle, Yavapai County, Arizona: Arizona Geological Survey Digital Geologic
Map DGM-91, scale 1:24,000.
STATEMAP 2010-2011
In FY2011, AZGS was awarded $189,853, with $190,148 in matching state funds, for mapping
and map production to be done during September 2011 to September 2012. Mapping is
planned for the following:


Rawhide Wash and Artillery Peak 7 ½' Quadrangles, Mohave and La Paz Counties
(manganese and uranium resources)



Sullivan Buttes 7 ½' Quadrangle, Yavapai County (arsenic and seismic hazards in the
Prescott area)



Safford, Thatcher, and Artesia 7 ½' Quadrangles, Graham County (active faults and
groundwater issues in the Safford area)
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Figure 13. Quadrangles mapped geologically by AZGS, with funding sources shown.
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Mapping Organ Pipe
Cactus National
Monument [§27-152.01-1]
AZGS geologists completed
mapping the surficial deposits
of most of the publiclyaccessible areas of Organ Pipe
Cactus National Monument
along the U.S./Mexico border,
in cooperation with the
National Park Service (NPS).
Organ Pipe Cactus National
Monument is an
environmentally sensitive area
with substantial border-related
Figure 14. Surficial geologic deposits in Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument.
activity. AZGS mappers were
required to work with two
private security guards, provided by the NPS. Nearly half of the area was off-limits to AZGS due
to security concerns. Three 1:24,000-scale geologic maps were completed and submitted to the
NPS at the end of the fiscal year.

Verde River [§27-152.01-1]
AZGS geologists completed and released to the public 1:24,000-scale geologic strip maps along
the Verde River and 5 of its principal tributaries. This was accomplished in cooperation with the
Arizona Department of Water
Resources. These maps depict
the lateral extent of Holoceneaged river deposits (those
formed in the last 10,000 years
and presumed to carry the
rivers subflow) and the
surrounding geologic units and
describe the physical
characteristics of the river
systems in detail. This mapping
was completed to support the
court proceedings to determine
the extent of subflow zones
associated with these rivers and
differentiate them from
groundwater aquifers.
Figure 15. Geologic units along the Verde River. The river and tributaries were
mapped in cooperation with AZ Dept. of Water Resources for water rights
adjudication.
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Geoinformatics

T

he AZGS Geoinformatics Section was formed in 2006 to integrate the Information
Technology (IT), Geographic Information Systems (GIS), and data base management
functions. The section supports geologic map production and construction of a GIS database
for Arizona geology, which includes a geologic map index; the bibliography of Arizona Geology
magazine; and geologic map data at 1:24000, and 1:100,000, and 1:1,000,000 scales. In the last
three years the section has become active in developing web services for geologic data
distribution as part of the U. S. Geoscience Information Network (USGIN) and the National
Geothermal Data System (NGDS), funded by the DOE. A significant increase in work load
engendered by the NGDS work has led to the hiring of 3 new geoinformatics staff.
Key duties






IT internal support
GIS internal support
Digital products and data distribution
Database development and maintenance
Digital data preservation and conversion

Major projects during FY11





Geoscience Information Network (funding: National Science Foundation and USGS)
Data preservation (funding: USGS)
State Geological Survey Contributions to NGDS (DOE funded, $21.8 million, January
2010 to May 2013)
Enterprise geodatabase for AZGS products and data

AZGS has a lead role in a number of ground-breaking national geoinformatics programs: the
national Geoscience Information Network project (GIN; http://usgin.org), the National
Geological and Geophysical Data Preservation Program (NGGDPP), the USGS National
Cooperative Geologic Mapping Database project, and participating in International Union of
Geological Sciences - Commission for the Management and Application of Geoscience
Information (IUGS-CGI) Working Group efforts to develop and implement digital information
exchange standards (GeoSciML), and the National Geothermal Data System.

U.S. Geoscience Information Network (GIN)
AZGS is dedicated to constructing the GIN: a joint effort of state
geological surveys (via the AASG) and the USGS to create a
national, distributed, interoperable data network for the
geosciences, using open-source standards and protocols.
Funding for GIN comes from the National Science Foundation and
U.S. Department of Energy. The chief collaborators include:
OneGeology-Europe, San Diego Supercomputer Center,
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EarthChem, and state geological surveys from around the nation. We are developing
collaborations with the NSF-supported DataONE (http://www.dataone.org) project to take
advantage of registry and repository capabilities being developed, and with the Western
Regional Partnership (https://wrpinfo.org) of 15 federal agencies and 5 western state
governors, to facilitate access to the abundant land use, land management, and infrastructure
data being developed for that system.
The U.S. GIN project is a nexus of most of the activities in the section. Web services are being
implemented to serve geoscience data directly by the internet. A catalog service to search
metadata describing information resources has been deployed
(http://catalog.usgin.org/geoportal) and we are now adding metadata for resources in the
NGDS. AZGS is part of the Geothermal Data Consortium, project principal investigator is Walt
Snyder at Boise State University, which was awarded a DOE grant to use GIN in creating the
NGDS.

State Geothermal Data Project
AZGS is the prime contractor on the project, “State
Geological Survey Contributions to the National
Geothermal Data System,” funded by the DOE,
Geothermal Technologies Program (GTP). AZGS is acting
on behalf of the AASG.
The project objective is to expand and enhance the NGDS
by deploying and populating a national, sustainable,
distributed, interoperable network of state geological
survey-based providers. These providers will develop,
collect, serve, and maintain geothermal-relevant data
that operates as an integral component of NGDS. As a
result, the geothermal industry, the public, and policy
makers will have access to consistent and reliable data,
which in turn, reduces the
amount of staff time
devoted to finding,
retrieving, integrating, and
verifying information. With
easier access to
information, the high cost
and risk of exploration
drilling is reduced.

State Geothermal Data Project
Biggest DOE-funded project in
the U.S., with $22 million over 3
years to populate the National
Geothermal Data System (NGDS)
with data from all 50 states
33,000 data resources listed in
the digital catalog in the first
year, with scores of Web services
available
Partners include U.S. Geological
Survey, Microsoft Research,
Energistics (petroleum industry
standards consortium), and
Western Regional Partnership
(15 federal agencies, 5 Western
governors)

The NGDS State Geothermal Data Project provides the data
support, acquisition, and access to cyber infrastructure necessary
to reduce cost and risk of GTP goals focused on the production
and utilization of geothermal energy. The project is developing
the knowledge and data foundation necessary for discovery and
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development of large-scale energy production and other
practical applications, such as direct use and
residential/commercial ground source heat pumps. The
project provides expanded reference and resource data
for research and development activities (a subset of the
GTP goals) and includes data from across all fifty states.
Thus, the project incorporates not only hightemperature potential but also moderate and lowtemperature locations, incorporating the GTP’s goal of
producing 3 GWe of installed low-temperature
geothermal capacity by 2020. The project, through its
cyberinfrastructure, will help lead to innovative
exploration technologies through increased data
availability on geothermal energy capacity. Finally, the
project will contribute new data from previously
unexplored locations.
DOE held an external Peer Review of all geothermal
projects including this one, in early June 2011. The
project received grades of “good” to “outstanding.”

State Geothermal Data Project
External Peer Review (June
2011) comments:
“This project has definitely made
a significant impact on DOE's
mission and goals. The project
has evolved exceptionally well
and has addressed many
difficulties in attempting to
achieve its stated goals.”
“The approach taken by the PI
and research team has been
exceptional. The technical
approach taken by the PI is
remarkable, reasonable and
logical.”
“Results are already extensive
and impressive.”
“This is a strong, well-managed
project.”

Technical Barriers and Targets
“The most visible strength was
The project faces a variety of significant technical
the outstanding project
challenges related to developing, implementing, and
management.”
populating interchange formats that will usefully
account for the extremely wide variety of information
being compiled by the states. We are utilizing off-theshelf, preferably free, open-source software as much as
possible. Design of interchange formats for the actual geoscientific data requires consideration
of potential use cases as well as the actual data that are available to balance current
capabilities, design complexity, and desired future capabilities. Use cases will be implemented
across the NGDS system in FY2012. Locating and hiring staff with the necessary mix of training
and experience with geoscientific data, information management, and web architecture has
also been a major challenge.
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Figure 16. Cyclical workflow for developing statement of work, review, data compilation and approval and acceptance for the State
Geothermal Data Project.

Technical Approach
Our technical approach is to conduct data acquisition throughout the project in roughly annual
cycles. In each cycle, state subcontractors develop a Statement of Work (SOW) identifying
specific deliverable data for that cycle, prioritizing the types of data most in demand or most
critical to identifying and characterizing its geothermal resources. The Science Advisory Board
(SAB) reviews and approves each SOW before data acquisition begins and evaluates results
before recommending approval to AZGS for the next cycle.
Data item types are identified by the AZGS team based on submitted SOWs; delivery schema
content models for these items (features or observations) are developed, reviewed by the
community, documented and tested to bring data online. These content models are then
posted to the project web site (www.stategeothermaldata.org), and used for subsequent
contributions of similar data.

Figure 17. Screen shot of home page of www.stategeothermaldata.org.
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Figure 18. States that have submitted test data or web services for inclusion in NGDS.

On delivery of sample data products from subcontractors, AZGS works with the subcontractors
to assure that datasets conform to the adopted content models. Final delivered products are
reviewed by AZGS to determine if the SOW has been met to complete the cycle. NGDS
resources are published and become part of the system when metadata records describing
them are published by a node in the NGDS catalog system, and the described resource is
available online and accessible using information in the metadata record.
Technical Accomplishments
To date we have:






Evaluated software for catalog implementation (GICat, Geonetwork OpenSource,
Deegree, ESRI Geoportal) and selected ESRI Geoportal for implementing the catalog.
Documented the basic metadata content required to meet system use requirements.
Tested various metadata creation approaches; implemented web applications for
creating metadata with or without uploading described files; implemented light-weight
software for creating xml metadata from flat files for bulk uploads; configured the ESRI
Geoportal to utilize the USGIN ISO metadata profile.
Developed rule-based process for better metadata validation to improve quality
checking on metadata.
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Developed system for redirecting http identifiers (URI) using a pattern-based rewrite, to
facilitate linking data using standard web architecture.
Loaded 4,500 metadata records for Arizona and California Geological Survey documents
(for which AZGS is contracted to supply) and other geothermally-relevant documents, as
well as sample metadata from several other states. (http://catalog.usgin.org/geoportal)
Implemented a project web site (www.stategeothermaldata.org) and utilized it for
distributing project information. The site also acts as a project management site for subcontractors to upload reports and data.
Identified and documented 29 data items for delivery by system services, with draft
content models.
12 content models developed, reviewed and version 1 posted on
www.stategeothermaldata.org site.
13 web feature services on line, with three of the four hubs hosting active services (AZ,
IL, KY). Services include borehole temperature, thermal springs, and well headers.
Reviewed 384 test data sets from state providers as part of the QA/QC process.
Added over 33,000 data resources to the digital catalog.
Designed, acquired and deployed new server hardware system for AZGS hub with
upgraded network bandwidth capacity, additional scalable storage, and more processor
capacity.
Participated in national and international standardization efforts to keep AASG
geothermal data schema and protocols harmonized with evolving technology.

Figure 19. Status of states contributing test data and web services to the AZGS-led State Geothermal Data project.
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Challenges to Date
Subcontracting delays account for the most critical challenge to the project. The project kick-off
meeting, held May of 2010 in Washington, DC, provided the background for the contracting
process that began May 24, 2010. Review of SOWs and budgets by AZGS and SAB occurred
immediately following the State Geological Survey’s submissions (June of 2010). Contracts then
required modifications to the SOW and budget to comply with SAB and AZGS review. Finally,
contracts required extensive review by the associated state or university legal offices. Thus, the
majority of final contracts were not signed until fall of 2010.
In conjunction to these delays, budget issues across the nation have impacted a number of
state agencies. Some geological surveys have, until recently, been uncertain as to the future of
their agency. Many states have had hiring freezes resulting in a challenge of recruiting
personnel for the project, creating further delays.
Current solutions for resolving these issues include adjusting the deliverables timeline for subrecipients and redirecting current staff. In addition, many states are choosing to hire individuals
as contractors rather than employees. AZGS has agreed to honor a full year from contract
signature date for Year 1 deliverables. The same process will apply for Year 2. However, Year 3
will be shortened to honor the initial contracting date of May 24. Therefore, all sub-recipients
have agreed to finalize all three years of deliverables by May 24, 2013. To resolve hiring delays,
AZGS has worked with sub- recipients to revise budgets and budget justifications to account for
current employees or contract employees rather than new hires. It is the intention of most subrecipients to continue requesting new positions from their state agencies throughout the
process.
The challenges have impacted technical deliverables only in the sense that the deliverables
have been delayed respective to the aforementioned delays. AZGS intends to request a no-cost
grant extension from the DOE based on these challenges.
Project Summary and Plans for the Future
All sub-awards to State Geological Surveys or other participants are now contracted totaling 45
sub-awards and covering all 50 states. Sixteen state proposals were selected for acquisition of
new data. A working agreement was negotiated with the Western Regional Partnership (WRP)
to link the WRP central GIS data repository (currently 3,500 land management data layers in
five states, growing to 10,000) to NGDS. Technical standards or protocols were completed and
posted on the State Geothermal Data website – www.stategeothermaldata.org. These include
interchange content models for Active Fault, Basic Metadata, Borehole Temperature
Observation, Geologic Map Data, Hot Springs Feature, and Well Header; recommendations for
geoscience metadata content; USGIN profile for encoding of metadata; definition and use of
http URI’s to identify resources; URI dereferencing application using Django; and metadata
production and entry workflows. The project team has 5 publications, gave 26 talks and 10
briefings, hosted 7 webinars/webcasts, staffed 3 national exhibits, gave 6 news interviews, and
runs 3 project-related websites. Webinars are posted to the AASG YouTube channel for public
viewing. Sub-recipients are actively digitizing thousands of at-risk data sets. Data sets have
been received from 41 states for review in the workflow.
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Key activities for Year-2 include approval of each state’s Year-2 work plan based on work
progress in Year-1. These were reviewed by the project’s Science Advisory Board June 2-3, 2011
in Salt Lake City. Regional server hubs in Arizona, Kentucky, and Illinois were hosting data from
other states by the end of June 2011. A prototype deployment of the system will roll out
incrementally during summer 2011. AZGS will address issues and constraints with operational
deployment and the use of the system through scaling, validation, response times, up-time, and
user feedback. In addition, the production of training programs continues. These include
webinars, videos, guidebooks, online tutorials, and short courses. Most of the new data
acquisition will take place over the next year including drilling a minimum of 21 gradient and
research holes in 6 states (ID, NV, OR, UT, WA, WI). All new drilling projects require NEPA
clearance.
Upon conclusion the project will have digitized, cataloged, and produced metadata records for
most of the existing and legacy geothermal related data. All of this data will be made accessible
online, hosted by individual providers or in the cloud via the regional hubs. Network operations
will provide distributed backup and facilitate data transfers. In addition, third-party data or
service providers will have access to become full system participants. Finally, a sustainable
business model will be produced.

Data Preservation [§27-152.01-4]
The National Geological & Geophysical Data Preservation Program was established by Congress
in the 2005 Energy Act with the support of the AASG and in response to a National Research
Council study that found large amounts of irreplaceable and critical geoscience data and
samples were being lost or destroyed. The program is administered by the USGS and includes a
cost share program with State Geological Surveys.
In this past fiscal year, funding from the program is being used to migrate digital geologic map
data compiled by the Arizona Geological Survey since 1997 into a single data base format that
was developed In collaboration with the state-federal National Geologic Mapping Program
(NCGMP09, http://ngmdb.usgs.gov/Info/standards/NCGMP09). In FY2012 the funding will be
used to digitize and catalog ADMMR records.

Digital Geologic Maps
AZGS migrated the geologic map
compilation and production process to
utilize a standard database design
developed for the U.S. state-federal
National Geologic Mapping Program.
We have simplified the workflow for
geologists to create maps based on
new data, and reduced the work
necessary to prepare the digital
products for release and distribution on
the web.
Figure 20. Stacks of paper files are being lost; digitization preserves content and
provides ease of access
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Enterprise Geodatabase
AZGS has worked to adopt a standard database structure promoted by the USGS for the
distribution of geologic map data (the NCGMP09 Format). At the same time, we have also
adopted the Federal Geographic Data Committee-designed Digital Cartographic Standard for
Geologic Map Symbolization (http://ngmdb.usgs.gov/fgdc_gds/geolsymstd/download.php). As
we continue to improve on our existing toolset, the generation of new geologic-map data
continues to get easier for our geologists working within ESRI ArcMap. By adopting these
growing nation-wide standards for database design and cartography, it has become easier for
us to share our datasets with other geologic-mapping agencies. Furthermore, there has been
considerable nation-wide interest in the tools we have designed, as other agencies make strides
to adopt the new standards.

Information Technology
AZGS expanded computer network server capacity dramatically to handle the increased
amount of digital data produced by the Survey’s Enterprise Geodatabase initiative and the
demands from being a regional server hub on the NGDS national network. This includes our first
Storage Area Network, with initial storage capacity of 16 terabytes. AZGS has taken the
following steps:






Upgraded our internal network from 100 Megabit speeds to 1,000 Megabit involving the
rewiring of our building, installation of new switches and a new firewall
Upgraded all our workstations to Windows7
Minimum of 16 terabyte storage, expandable to at least 32 terabytes
New server lays groundwork for Windows Server 2008
New network for the Phoenix office (formerly ADMMR)
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Geologic Extension Services

G

eologic Extension Service’s (GES) prime objective is to communicate the results, products,
and services that the Survey provides for the residents, industries, and government
agencies of Arizona. The GES publishes, promotes, and disseminates products – geologic
maps and reports - of the Survey’s geologic research.
Each year, the GES receives several thousand public
inquiries and engages in about two dozen outreach
events involving schools, communities, and professional
Getting out our results
societies. Additionally, AZGS geoscientists make scores of
AZGS maintains 9 separate Web
presentations throughout the year.
The GES provides an expanded, holistic approach to
deliver and interpret AZGS geoscience products in
support of state and local agencies, the private sector,
and the public. Comprised of 4 individuals, and assisted
by interns and volunteers as needed, the GES hosts the
following:







AZGS Map & Bookstore – with 2000 different
maps of Arizona and hundreds of books as well as
our one-stop Public Lands Information Center
Geoscience Library – with 15,000+ volumes, open
to the public
AZGS Publishing House – releasing about two
dozen new maps and reports annually
AZGS Web environment including nine individual
websites
Geoscience outreach and education – current
emphasis on earthquake hazard mitigation
Bibliography of Arizona Geology (AZGeoBib) –
online research tool comprising 13,500 citations

AZGS Publications
In 2011, AZGS published 21 products in seven publication
serials: Contributed Maps and Reports, Digital Geologic
Maps, Digital Maps, Digital Information, Down-To-Earth,
and Open-File Reports. These publications included 33
map sheets. Product themes ranged widely from geologic
maps to geologic hazard assessment to a popular review
of the geology and cultural history along Highway 93
from Wickenburg through Nevada.

sites, including one for the
Arizona Oil & Gas Conservation
Commission

AZGS released 21 publications in
FY11 that included 33 geologic
maps
More than 100,000 visitors came
to the AZGS website, hitting
pages over 2 million times, and
downloading over 480 GB of
data
AZGS maintains a strong social
network, communicating
through blogs, Twitter,
Facebook, YouTube, and Picasa
AZGS opened an online
publication store at Amazon.com
AZGS staff authored 12 external
publications, gave 21 briefings,
45 presentations, led 8 field
trips, organized 1 workshop,
presented oral testimony two
times, set up exhibit booths at 6
events, put out 6 press releases,
and gave 32 news media
interviews
Sales by the AZGS Map &
Bookstore increased by 52%
over FY10
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Some publication highlights of 2011:






Twenty map sheets displaying Holocene deposits of the Verde River and its major
tributaries (DM-RM-2 & 3);
Methods for evaluating alluvial fan flood hazards in Maricopa County (OFR-10-01);
Evaluation of Cenozoic Basins in Arizona for CO2 sequestration potential (OFR-11-05);
Implications for uranium mining on Colorado River waters (OFR-11-04);
Movement of channel-borne sediments in the 2010 Schultz Fire burn area (CR-11-A).

See the Publications Section of this report for a complete bibliography of FY11 publications.
With the advent of the AZGS Document Repository (http://repository.azgs.az.gov), now home
to more than 650 geologic maps and reports, usage of AZGS products, particularly older, hardto-find or out-of-print publications, has risen dramatically.

AZGS Map & Bookstore
While its original function was to market and distribute AZGS and USGS topographic maps, the
bookstore continues to evolve and grow with the addition of new inventory and new ways to
market and distribute products. In April 2011, we employed a Marketing and Sales Manager to
drive our growth into new markets including the e-commerce environment.
AZGS we built the first online “storefront” at Amazon.com in May 2011 to host our Down-ToEarth products and other select retail materials; currently there are over 200 items available for
purchase. Aggressive marketing has resulted in the addition of a number of bookstores across
the State carrying AZGS products. Locations include Bookmans, Antigone Books, and Tohono
Chul Park in Tucson; Paperback Recycler in Benson ; Atalanta's Music & Books in Bisbee; Bent
River Music and Books in
Cottonwood; Kay 5 Gallery
and Books in Springerville;
and the State Capitol
Museum in Phoenix. In
addition, our products are
featured at the Flagstaff
Visitor’s Center, Yuma
Visitor’s Center, and the
University of Arizona
bookstore. AZGS has also
maintained our
relationship with the
Western National Parks
Association, which
manages most of the NPS
bookstores in the western
states.
Figure 21. AZGS Bookstore located at the offices in Tucson, Arizona.
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Outreach & Public Inquiries [§27-152.01]
AZGS responds to thousands of inquiries a year—by phone, email, and in-person from the
public, industry, and state and federal government. AZGS provides authoritative guidance and
technical information on mineral
exploration and development, siting
buildings and facilities,
environmental hazards, and tourism
opportunities.
The GES Outreach Program raises
the profile of AZGS and alerts the
public to the benefits derived from
AZGS resources: published reports
and maps, AZGS library, and Downto-Earth popular geology series.
AZGS geoscientists engage in
dozens of outreach events that
include lectures, field trips, exhibits,
and conferences.
Recent GES appearances and
support regularly include such
venues as:














Figure 22. The AZGS booth at the Tucson Festival of Books, with Tunguska, our
baby mammoth replica on loan from a Siberian museum.

Presentations to Arizona High Schools (topics : seismicity, volcanism, earth fissures)
Pima Community College Earth Day Fair
Gold Prospectors Association of Tucson
Tucson Festival of Books
Tucson Gem and Mineral Showcase
Tucson Gardeners
Geothermal Energy Expo 2010
Green Valley Civic Club
Mt. Lemon Observatory Earth Science Open House Day
Arizona State University Geoscience Careers day
Pima County Library (Exhibit: Geologic Hazards of Arizona)
Arizona Memory Project at the Arizona State Library (www.azmemory.lib.az.us)
Arizona State Senate

As part of this program we also regularly draft and disseminate news releases of AZGS
accomplishments and publications. Six were issued during FY11.
AZGS is participating in the Arizona Science Festival 2012 with both the main event planning in
Phoenix and satellite event in Tucson. We are coordinating with geoscience organizations and
Arizona State University.
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AZGS Online [§27-152.01-2(c)]
To ensure that AZGS services and products are accessible to the public—at the local, state, and
national level—the Geologic Extension Service supports and regularly updates the suite of web
sites enumerated below.
www.azgs.az.gov – The public face of the AZ Geological Survey. This is our principal site for
disseminating AZGS information – publications, geologic hazards, mines and minerals,
Arizona Geology newsletter, and our Web map services (Earth Fissure Viewer, Geologic Map
of Arizona, Holbrook Basin Potash Deposit). Since FY10, the audience for the site has
doubled, with a complementary
increase in the number of visits,
pages visited, and hits. Total
number of visitors in FY11 was
111,563 and we off-loaded 481
gb of AZGS geologic products. In
FY-2012, we’ll revamp the site,
improve the navigation, and add
content and new map services.
Table 1 displays selected Web
statistics reflecting growth in the
past fiscal year, as well as listing
some of our more popular
products. This site is scheduled
to be updated in the coming
months for better access and
layout and to assist the
Figure 23. Screen capture of the Arizona Mineral Education web site.
community in finding
information.
repository.azgs.az.gov – Our online document repository providing high-quality, electronic
copies of AZGS geologic reports and maps. Currently, more than 650 products are available.
As a result of deploying and populating the repository, AZGS publications are receiving more
use than ever.
www.azogcc.az.gov – The Oil and Gas Conservation Commission site provides permit
information, production reports and related forms to companies seeking to drill in Arizona.
The site was recently revamped (April 2011) to make it easier to find/identify information.
www.stategeothermaldata.org – This site is part of a Department of Energy funded project
organized by the Association of American State Geologists (AASG) that allows the public and
other state project members to monitor and upload information related to the project. I
was recently revamped (May 2011) to add flexibility and functionality as the state members
contribute more data and require more information.
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www.azmineraleducation.org – Created in June 2011 to share mineral and mining
information of Arizona with students and teachers. Includes links to resources throughout
the state and online, with plans for a “mineral of the month” feature showcasing mining
and minerals, and complemented by miner’s oral history (courtesy of the UA Miner’s
History project).
www.azlandsubsidence.org – This is a workgroup site for the Arizona Land Subsidence
Group that was created in February 2011 for members to facilitate collaboration and
communication.
www.mines.az.gov – This is the website for the former Arizona Department of Mines and
Mineral Resources. As of July 1, 2011, the agency is now part of the AZ Geological Survey.
The site is currently unchanged (but hosted/maintained by the AZGS), but the content will
be incorporated into the new www.azgs.az.gov site that will be live by October 2011.
http://usgin.org, http://lab.usgin.org – Geoscience Information Network – This site
represents a partnership between the Association of American State Geologists
(represented here by the AZGS) and the US Geological Survey to develop a national
geoscience information framework.
www.stategeothermaldata.org – The home site of the State Geothermal Data project, a
project of the Association of American State Geologists with AZGS as the prime contractor.
Its objective: to bring digital data relevant to geothermal energy exploration and
development from all 50 States into the National Geothermal Data System.

Figure 24. Screen capture of the AZGS.AZ.gov web site.
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Table 1. Azgs.az.gov Web Usage Fiscal Year 2011
Month
Unique Visitors
Number Visits

Pages

Hits

Bandwidth (GB)

2010
July
August
September
October
November
December

6875
8012
7995
8579
8808
8619

13,479
15,470
14,403
14,906
16,047
17,327

72,633
82,543
50,404
51,826
58,634
61,234

156,842
182,875
141,540
143,456
159,711
161,801

36.2
45.2
35.4
34.8
43.4
46.4

11,117
11,007
12,516
10,016
9675
8344

21,502
19,767
22,414
19,178
19,695
18,299

68,806
64,190
70,314
67,773
62,371
54,272

207,933
185,621
220,576
186,902
177,813
149,439

44.5
42.7
44.2
38.3
44.4
26.4

2011
January
February
March
April
May
June

FY 2011
111,563
212,487
765,000
2,074,509
481.9
______________________________________________________________________________
Some Popular Downloads from azgs.az.gov3:
Earth Fissure Study Area Maps (DM-EF-1 through 21)
Gold Placers and Placering in Arizona (Bulletin 168)
Arizona Lode Gold Mines and Gold Mining (Bulletin 137)
Homeowners Guide to Geologic Hazards in Arizona
Online Publications Catalog
21st Forum on the Geology of Industrial Minerals (AZGS Special Paper)
Arizona Geology Newsletter issues
Sedona Sinkholes and Groundwater Flow: The Geologic History of Their Evolution Coconino and
Yavapai Counties, Arizona. P.A. Lindberg, 2010, CR-10-C
Minerals of Arizona (Bulletin 153)
Recent Debris Flows and Floods in Southern AZ-2006
Earth Fissure Brochure – AZGS

3
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AZGS technical publications are rapidly migrating from the azgs.az.gov Online Publications page to our new online
document repository, repository.azgs.az.gov .
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Social Media [§27-152.01-2(c)]
Social Media sites with AZGS presence:
 Arizona Geology blog - www.arizonageology.blogspot.com
 Groundswell blog - http://groundswell.azgs.az.gov
 AZGeology (Twitter) http://twitter.com/#!/AZGeology
 YouTube videos - www.youtube.com/user/azgsweb
 Facebook - www.facebook.com/AZ.Geological.Survey
The AZGS staple of social media outlets includes RSS feeds, Twitter,
YouTube, Facebook and two blogs, including State Geologist Lee
Allison’s highly acclaimed Arizona Geology blog. The Arizona Geology
blog shares current activities, news, and opinions with the Arizona
public and Earth science community. Groundswell is the blog of the
AZ Shakes earthquake outreach program. Our AZGeology Twitter site
has a regular audience of nearly 500, which includes federal and state
agencies, professional societies, mining firms, and the general public.
The AZGS YouTube channel provides an important outlet for
educational and informational videos, such as, “124th Anniversary of
the Great Sonoran Quake!” produced as part of AZGS AZ Shakes
earthquake outreach program and funded by FEMA’s National
Earthquake Hazard Reduction Program.

Figure 25. Brochure for AZ Shakes.

Social media outlets provide opportunities to address younger audiences who use the internet
to garner information and to network with their peers and who are otherwise difficult to reach.

Library [§27-152.01-4]
The AZGS Geoscience Library comprises about 13,650 volumes, including a complete suite of US
Geological Survey Arizona-related publications, US Bureau of Mines Publications, and
thousands of texts, reports, theses and dissertations, and maps of Arizona geology. Open
Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., the library serves consultants, the mining
community, academicians, and the Arizona public.
In addition to shelved volumes, the library hosts 82 linear feet of mine files – maps, reports,
cross-sections, descriptions, letters of inquiry, and newspaper clippings. Much of this is one-ofa-kind material and irreplaceable. Stakeholders include the geosciences community, other state
and federal agencies, and the public.
Each year the library receives several hundred visitors, as wells as hundreds of phone calls and
e-mails requesting information or citations. We generally respond to information requests in
one to two hours. Whenever possible, and where copyright law permits, we scan requested
information and deliver it via e-mail.
For budgetary reason, the library collection now grows solely by virtue of donations. In FY11,
we received nearly 160 volumes of mostly older geoscience texts.
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Budget

A

ZGS revenues come from appropriations of State General Funds by the Arizona Legislature,
sales of publications, and grants and contracts. The Survey charges an indirect cost on
external grants and contracts to cover administrative and support costs of those projects.
By statute, the revenues from the indirect costs and publication sales are non-lapsing, that is,
balances at the end of the state fiscal year are automatically carried over to the next fiscal year.

State General Fund Appropriation
The actual reductions to operating funds were substantially higher because the reductions
offset by increased allocation of state funds for uncontrollable expenses. However, these
allocated funds were immediately transferred back to the state to cover mandated higher fees
for rent and other state services. Thus, they tend to cover up offsetting budget reductions.
Total General Fund Appropriations for FY11: $792,600.

Contracts and Grants
The number and dollar value of contracts and grants increased dramatically during the report
period with projects coming from federal, state, and local agencies. AZGS contracted with a
variety of agencies for the first time in our history. A complete list of externally-funded projects
follows this section. The DOE State Geothermal Data project dominates all over grants and
contracts. It will roughly triple the total AZGS budget over a 3-year period. However, 85% of the
main contract goes out to the 45 subcontractors, and 90% of the supplemental funding goes to
a group of 16 of the subcontractors. Total Grants and Contracts for FY11: $4,287,805

Map and Bookstore Sales
The AZGS Map and Bookstore in Tucson sells all agency publications and maps and serves as the
official USGS Earth Science Information Center for Arizona, which includes carrying all of the
nearly 2,000 USGS topographic map titles for Arizona. The store also carries topographic maps
produced by the US Forest Service and US Bureau of Land Management. Total Publication Sales
FY11 $66,648
AZGS acts under contract as the primary sales outlet for the Arizona Geological Society, a nonprofit professional group, headquartered in Tucson.

General Funds
Non-Federal Funds
Federal Funds
Sales & Publications

Fiscal Year 10
$800,400
$850,400
$658,700
$47,900

Fiscal Year 11
$792,600
$375,441
$3,912,364
$66,648
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Figure 26. Summary of AZGS revenues, FY04 through FY 11.
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Figure 27. State funded Full Time Employees have reduced from 12.5 to 4 currently.
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AZGS Grant and Externally-Funded Projects
AZGS has a long history of seeking and obtaining external funding for its programs and services.
Diverse funding sources include federal, state, local, and other agencies and organizations.
Currently Active Projects
Federal
 Arizona CO2 Sequestration, $50,000 (USGS, 2010-11)
 Arizona Geoscience Information Network (AZGIN), Phase III, Digital Infrastructure,
$32,888 (USGS, 2010-11)
 Arizona Integrated Seismic Network, $493,000 (FEMA 2009, 3 years), 25% state
matching funds
 Arizona State Hazard Viewer, $100,000 (FEMA, 2010-11)
 Geologic Mapping in Arizona $191,957 (USGS, 2010-11)
 INTEROP Geoscience Information Network (GIN), $749,246 (NSF 2008, 3 years)
 State Geological Survey Contributions to the National Geothermal Date System,
$21,858,224 (US DOE-GTP 2010, 3 years)
State, local, & other funding
 Earth Fissures, $50,000 (Central AZ Water Conservation District, 2010-11)
 Gillespie Area Drainage Master Study, $32,769.82 (Stantec Consulting Services Inc.
2010-11)
 Mapping of Holocene deposits for water rights adjudication, $290,448 (AZ Department
of Water Resources, 2008, 3 years)
 Maricopa County Alluvial Fan Hazard Identification and Mitigation, $20,500 (Maricopa
County 2009, 1 year)
 National Geothermal Data System $691,003 (Boise State University via DOE 2009, 5
years)
 WESTCARB CO2 Sequestration, $232,350 (WESTCARB 2010, 2 years) state matching
funds
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External Advisory Groups

W

e rely on government, industry, and professionals to assist in setting priorities for certain
programs within the AZGS. The State Geologist is authorized by statute (§27-151 C. 3) to
“Establish and appoint an advisory board consisting of independent practicing geologists,
university or college faculty, mining geologists and others
who use and rely on data, information and other services of
the Arizona geological survey.” We currently have three
Members of the Geologic
advisory boards addressing specific topics.
Mapping Advisory Committee

Geologic Mapping Advisory Committee
The Geological Mapping Advisory Committee (GMAC) plays
a critical role in setting priorities for geologic mapping in
Arizona and in advising the Survey on mapping related
issues. GMAC has been instrumental in ensuring a strong,
vibrant, and community-based mapping program. Arizona
has been one of the most successful states in competing for
federal funds under the National Cooperative Geologic
Mapping Program for the past 15 years.
The Arizona Geological Survey (AZGS) Director appoints
members to the Arizona Geologic Mapping Advisory
Committee (GMAC) from government and industry across
the state to prioritize geologic mapping needs in Arizona.
During the first 10 years of its existence, the GMAC
consistently recommended that the AZGS give highest
priority to completing detailed geologic maps and digital
map products for areas in the Phoenix-Tucson metropolitan
corridor. This corridor encompasses approximately 80% of
Arizona’s population on 20% of its land. Geologic mapping
identified geologic hazards, including earth fissures and
areas subject to flooding and to debris flows, identified
areas with potential for industrial and metallic mineral
resources, and better outlined aquifer-basin geometry and
basin-fill units. Mapping of the Phoenix-Tucson metropolitan
corridor is now largely complete.

Barbara Murphy, Clear Creek
Associates, Scottsdale, Chair
Frank Corkhill, Arizona
Department of Water Resources,
Phoenix
Joe Dixon, Arizona State Land
Department, Phoenix
Jeff Garrett, BLM, Phoenix
William M. Greenslade,
Southwest Ground-water
Consultants, Inc., Phoenix
Robert Linsell Jr., Tucson
Eric Mears, Brown & Caldwell,
Phoenix
Nicholas M. Priznar, Arizona
Department of Transportation,
Phoenix
Stephen J. Reynolds, Arizona
State University, Tempe
Ralph E. Weeks, R.G.,
GeoSouthwest LLC, Maricopa
William H. Wilkinson, FreeportMcMoRan Exploration Corp.,
Phoenix

In 2009 GMAC prioritized long-range geologic mapping plans
for the entire state. Arizona was divided into 13 regions,
based on geography and drainages, and these were prioritized. Six of the thirteen regions were
considered high priority for new mapping based on population growth and geologic issues that
affect human welfare. The Phoenix-Tucson corridor has fairly complete map coverage and was
not recommended for new mapping. Four of the other five high-priority regions center on
rivers or watersheds with significant population growth and issues concerning ground-water
supply, environmental quality, and access to geologic materials. These five high priority regions
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were affirmed as long-term priorities at the 2010 GMAC meeting, but increased emphasis was
placed on mapping incompletely understood metallic mineral deposits. This renewed emphasis
resulted from decreased population growth and development in Arizona due to the current
economic downturn, and from appointment of an academic member to the GMAC following
the recommendation of the most recent STATEMAP review panel.
This year the Arizona GMAC recommended geologic mapping in three of these high-priority,
outlying regions: (1) The Kingman-Harquahala desert region of western and northwestern
Arizona: New mapping is recommended (highest priority) in the Artillery Mountains area
because of manganese and uranium mineral deposits that are not well understood. Both of
these minerals are of significant interest; uranium because of recent global price increases and
manganese because it is essential for steel production but almost entirely unavailable in the
United States. (2) The upper Verde River area in central Arizona: Mapping the region near the
city of Prescott was given high priority largely because of concerns about groundwater
depletion and renewed concern about arsenic in municipal water supplies. This area has been a
GMAC priority in three previous years, and AZGS geologists will have mapped six quadrangles in
this area by the end of the current STATEMAP project. (3) The upper Gila River region in eastern
Arizona: New mapping is proposed around the town of Safford because of Quaternary faulting,
opening of a new and very large copper mine in a belt of similar copper deposits, associated
development in the Safford area, and geomorphic and hydrologic features along the Gila River
and tributaries.
New geologic mapping in the upper Verde River and upper Gila River areas is consistent with
the goals of the Water for America initiative. Proposed mapping is partly directed at better
understanding of the surface geology and its relationship to the stratigraphy and structure of
groundwater basins, groundwater flow paths, and geologic sources of natural contaminants in
groundwater (especially arsenic in the upper Verde River area but also including basin brines in
the upper Gila River area). Indeed, most of the STATEMAP project areas recommended for by
the Arizona GMAC over the past several years were identified because of issues associated with
groundwater availability and quality, preservation of riparian habitat, aggregate potential along
river beds and flood plains, and flood hazards.

Earth Fissure Advisory Group
The Earth Fissure Advisory Group was formed by the AZGS Director in 2006 following
enactment of the law directing AZGS to map Earth fissures statewide. The Group is comprised
of representatives from the private sector including the real estate and homebuilding industries
and county and state agencies. The charge given to the EFAG included:





Ensuring compatibility among the digital maps and the three state agencies involved in
the program and usability by users
Review of the map products for clarity to users
Prioritization of areas to be mapped
Education of users (realtors, homebuilders, homebuyers, local officials) on
interpretation and use of the maps and other information
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Implications of the maps for state and local policies and possible recommendations to
the Legislature
How to deal with unanswered questions (e.g., there is no accepted technical definition
and thus probably no legal definition of an earth fissure, and can we delineate some
fissures as “inactive”?)

The EFAG reviewed and recommended many of the policies and procedures subsequently
adopted in the AZGS Earth Fissure Mapping Program. Since the Arizona program is the most
comprehensive such effort in the nation, and perhaps the world, the decisions we make may de
facto establish the standards of practice in the field.
The EFAG did not meet in FY11 because there were no new policy or procedure issues to
resolve.

Arizona Land Subsidence Group
The State Geologist has appointed the Arizona Land Subsidence Group (AzLSG,
http://www.azlandsubsidence.org) as a technical advisory board to the Earth Fissure Mapping
Program. AZGS geologists are active members of the AzLSG and bring each new draft Earth
fissure map to the group for review before publishing it and releasing it publicly. AZGS provides
logistical and operational support to the group, as do other participants.
The Arizona Land Subsidence Group was formed as a venue for scientists and engineers to
discuss issues surrounding subsidence, its causes, effects, and mitigation ideas. Since its
inception, the group has grown and expanded considerably, both in terms of membership and
in collaborative activities. AzLSG members come from state and local jurisdictions, as well as
academia and private industry. Among their ranks are not only scientists and engineers, but
surveyors, land use planners, and those whose jobs are both directly and indirectly impacted by
the effects of subsidence.
AzLSG collaborated on a white paper that was subsequently published by the Arizona
Geological Survey and is currently developing suggested guidelines for investigating earth
fissures, and identifying the status of regulations regarding building structures or infrastructure
in or near subsidence and fissure zones.
Group discussions typically center on emerging research trends, potential mitigation
techniques, identification of funding sources for research, exchanging ideas and information
about subsidence and earth fissure locations, characteristics, and behavior, and methods to
increase public awareness of the causes and effects of subsidence and how to combat it.
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AZGS Publications
Nearly all AZGS publications are now available online at http://repository.azgs.az.gov.










Arizona Geology Newsletter
Contributed Maps
Contributed Reports
Digital Geologic Maps
o Debris Flow
o Earth Fissure
Digital Information
Down to Earth
Oil & Gas
Open-File Reports
External Publications

Arizona Geology Newsletter
Published online since April 2009; print circulation was 4,100 subscribers. A full archive is
available http://www.azgs.az.gov/arizonageology_archive.shtml.
Vol. 40, No. 2, Summer 2010. “Colorado River Evolution II: Flagstaff 2010 Workshop: Origin and
Evolution of the Colorado River System.”
Vol. 40, No. 3, Winter 2010-2011. “Wildfire, Rain and Floods: A Case Study of the June 2010
Schultz Wildfire, Flagstaff, Arizona.”
Vol. 41, No. 1, Summer 2011. “New and Old Earth Fissure Activity in Cochise County, Arizona.”

Contributed Maps
CM-10-B, Zelawski, M., 2010, Geologic Map of the First Flat Mesa Area, First Flat Mesa, Na Ah
Tee Canyon, and Hauke Mesa 7.5’ Quadrangles, Hopi Buttes (Tse’zhin Bii’), Navajo
Nation, Arizona, scale 1:12,000. (Master’s Thesis, Northern Arizona University)
CM-11-A, Brand, P.K., and E. Stump, 2011, Tertiary Extension and Fault-Block Rotation in the
Transition Zone, Cedar Mountains Area, Arizona, v. 1.1, scale 1:24,000.

Contributed Reports
CR-11-A. Caroll, M.D., 2011, Movement of Channel-Borne Sediments in the 2010 Schultz Fire
Burn Area, 161 p. (Master’s Thesis, Northern Arizona University)
CR-11-C, Davis, G.H., Constenius, K.N., Ornelas, E.P.R., and Cox, L.J., 2011, Structural-Geologic
Map Relationships in the Salcito Ranch Area, Rincon Mountains, Southern Arizona, 20 p.,
one map sheet.
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Digital Geologic Maps
Available on CD-ROM and printed on request
DGM-79. Spencer, J.E., Youberg, A., and Shipman, T.C., 2010, Geologic Map of the Spring Water
Canyon 7.5' Quadrangle, Pima County, Arizona, v. 1.0, scale 1:24:000, one map sheet.
DGM-80. Gootee, B., Ferguson, C.A., Spencer, J.E., and Cook, J.P., 2010, Geologic Map of the
Chino Valley North 7.5' Quadrangle, Yavapai County, Arizona, v. 1.0, scale 1:24,000.
DGM-81. Ferguson, C.A., Johnson, B.J., Pearthree, P.A., and Spencer, J.E., 2010, Geologic Map of
the Dolan Springs 7.5' Quadrangle, Mohave County, Arizona, v. 1.0, scale 1:24,000.

Digital Maps--River Maps
DM-RM-02. Cook, J.P., Pearthree, P.A., Onken, A., Youberg, A., and E.R. Bigio, 2010, Mapping of
Holocene River Alluvium along the Verde River, Central Arizona, scale 1:24:000, 54 p.
DM-RM-03. Cook, J.P., Pearthree, P.A., Onken, J.A., and Bigio, E.R., 2010, Mapping of Holocene
River Alluvium along Oak Creek, Wet Beaver Creek, West Clear Creek, Fossil Creek, and
the East Verde River, Central Arizona, scale 1:24:000, 43-p report and 5 map plates with
10 maps A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J.

Digital Maps—Earth Fissures
The Earth Fissure (EF) subseries of the Digital Map Series (DM) are focused on earth fissure
maps published as part of AZGS’s state-wide Earth Fissure Mapping Program. DM-EF maps are
published at either 1:12,000-scale or 1:24,000-scale. Individual maps are available free in PDF
format at www.azgs.az.gov/efmaps.
DM-EF-18. Arizona Geological Survey, 2011, Earth Fissure Map of the Sacaton Butte Study Area,
Pinal County, Arizona, 1:24,000 scale.
DM-EF-19. Arizona Geological Survey, 2011, Earth Fissure Map of the Santa Rosa Wash Study
Area, Pinal County, Arizona, 1:24,000 scale.
DM-EF-20. Arizona Geological Survey, 2011, Earth Fissure Map of the White Horse Pass Study
Area, Pinal County, Arizona, 1:24,000 scale.
DM-EF-21. Arizona Geological Survey, 2011, Earth Fissure Map of Pinal County, Arizona,
1:250,000 scale.
DM-EF-22. Arizona Geological Survey, 2011, Earth Fissure Map of Three Sisters Buttes study
area, Cochise County, Arizona, 1:24,000 scale.
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Digital Information
Available on CD-ROM
DI-39. Arizona Geological Survey, 2011, Locations of Mapped Earth Fissure Traces in Arizona v.
03.11.11, shapefiles for view with ESRI ArcGIS Desktop

Down to Earth
DTE-19. Tingley, J.V., Pizarro, K.A., Ross, C., and Pearthree, P.A., 2010, A Geologic and Natural
History Tour through Nevada and Arizona along Highway 93 - with GPS Coordinates, 175
p.

Oil and Gas
OG -2. Rauzi, S.L., 2011, Annual Oil, Gas, and Helium Production in Arizona 1954 – 2010, Arizona
Geological Survey Oil & Gas Publication, 21 p. (Updated annually, last updated February
4, 2011)
OG-12. Rauzi, S.L., 2010, Arizona Well Location Map and Report, Arizona Geological Survey Oil
& Gas Publication, scale 1:675,000.
OG-15. Rauzi, S.L., 2011, Dineh-Bi-Keyah Oil Field, Apache County, Arizona, Arizona Geological
Survey Oil & Gas Publication, OGCC Pool Series Map P-2, scale 1:63,360. (Updated
annually, last updated February 3, 2011)
OG-53, Rauzi, S.L., 2011. Oil and Natural Gas Occurrence in Arizona, Arizona Geological Survey
Oil & Gas Publication, chart, OGCC Chart C-1, (Updated annually, last updated February
4, 2011)

Open File Reports
OFR-10-01. Youberg, A., 2010, Methods for Evaluating Alluvial Fan Flood Hazards from Debris
Flows in Maricopa County, Arizona, 30 p.
OFR-10-03. Cook, J.P., 2010, Surficial Geologic Map of Empire Ranch 7.5' Quadrangle, Pima
County, Arizona, one map sheet, scale 1:24,000.
OFR-10-04. Richard, S.M. (compiler), 2010, Technical Contributions of the Geoscience
Information Network for Design and Deployment of the National Geothermal Data
System, 103 p.
OFR-10-05. Young, J.J., 2010, Dating Techniques for Piedmont Landforms in Maricopa County,
24 p.
OFR-11-01. Allison, M.L., and Richard, S.M., 2010, 2011. State Geological Survey Contributions
to the National Geothermal Data System: Annual Report 2010, 2011, 46 p.
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OFR-11-04. Spencer, J.E., and Wenrich, K., 2011, Breccia-pipe uranium mining in the Grand
Canyon region and implications for uranium levels in Colorado River water, 13 p.
OFR-11-05. Spencer, J.E., 2011, Preliminary Evaluation of Cenozoic Basins in Arizona for CO2
Sequestration Potential, 15 p.

External Publications
Allison, M. L., 2011, Geological Survey, mines department complement each other, Guest
opinion: Arizona Capitol Times, Phoenix, AZ, February 11, 2011,
http://azcapitoltimes.com/news/2011/02/11/geological-survey-mines-departmentcomplement-each-other/
Allison, M. L., Gundersen, L.C., Richard, S.M., 2011, Geoinformatics in the Public Service:
Building a Cyberinfrastructure Across the Geological Surveys: in Geoinformatics, R. Keller
& C. Baru, eds, Cambridge University Press, pp. 342-349.
Allison, M. L., Richard, S.M., Gundersen, L.C., and Jackson, I., 2010, U.S. Geoscience Information
Network (GIN) and Convergence towards Global Data Integration in the Geosciences:
Microsoft Environmental Research Workshop 2010, Redmond, WA July 14, 2010, p4,
Proceedings, 48p,
http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/events/environmentalresearch2010/erw2010.pdf
Davis, S.J., Dickinson, W.R., Gehrels, G.E., Spencer, J.E., Lawton, T.F., and Carroll, A.R., 2010, The
Paleogene California River: Evidence of Mojave-Uinta paleodrainage from U-Pb ages of
detrital zircons: Geology, Vol. 38, n. 10, p. 931–934; doi: 10.1130/G31250.1.
Ferguson, C. A., 2010, Powder Rim Gravel, deposit of a late Miocene, north-flowing river
through the Wyoming-Colorado-Utah borderland: USGS Open-File Report, the
CRevolution 2 symposium volume.
House, P. K., Pearthree, P.A., Brock, A.L., Bell, J.W., Ramelli, A.R., Faulds, J.E., and Howard, K.A.,
in press, Robust Geologic Evidence for latest Miocene-earliest Pliocene River Integration
via Lake-spillover along the lower Colorado River: Review and New Data, in CRevolution
2: Origin and Evolution of the Colorado River System, Workshop Abstracts, Beard, L.S.,
Karlstrom, K.E., Young, R.A., and Billingsley, G.H., eds.: U.S. Geological Survey Open-File
Report.
Jenkins, S.E., Sieg, C.H., Anderson, D.E., Kaufman, D.S., and Pearthree, P.A., 2011, Late Holocene
geomorphic record of fire in ponderosa pine and mixed-conifer forests, Kendrick
Mountain, Northern Arizona, USA: International Journal of Wildland Fire, v. 20, p. 125–
141.
Pearthree, P.A., Young, J.J., and Youberg, A., 2010, Surficial Geology and Geologic Hazards of
Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument, Southern Arizona: Geological Society of America
Annual Meeting Abstracts.
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Richard, S.M., Clark, R.J., and Grunberg, W., 2011, Application of the U.S. Geoscience
Information Network to deploying a National Geothermal Data System: in
Geoinformatics, R. Keller & C. Baru, eds, Cambridge University Press, pp. 350-370.
Spencer, J.E., 2010, Structural analysis of three extensional detachment faults with data from
the 2000 Space-Shuttle Radar Topography Mission: GSA Today, Vol. 26, n. 8, pp. 4-10.
Spencer, J.E., Richard, S.M., Gehrels, G.E., Gleason, J.D., and Dickinson, W.R., 2011, Age and
tectonic setting of the Mesozoic McCoy Mountains Formation in western Arizona, USA:
Geological Society of America Bulletin, v. 123, n. 7-8, pp. 1258-1274;
doi:10.1130/B30206.1.
Walker, J. D., Gundersen, L.C., and Allison, M.L., (conveners), 2010, submitted, Workshop on
Working towards a National Geoinformatics Community (NGC), U.S. Geological Survey
Denver Federal Center, Denver, CO, September 23-24, 2010, 39p.

Presentations by AZGS Staff
Allison, M.L, Spencer, J.E., Young, J.J., and Richard, S.M., 2010, Digital Data Integration of
Uranium Resources of Northern Arizona, Arizona Hydrological Society Symposium,
Tucson, AZ, September 1-4, 2010.
Allison, M.L., and Richard, S.M., 2010, Geoscience Information Network Contributions to the
National Geothermal Data System, NGDS Annual Meeting, Boise, ID, August 16, 2010.
Allison, M.L., 2010, A Digital Revolution in Resource Exploration, Society for Mining, Metallurgy,
and Exploration, Tucson Chapter dinner meeting, Tucson, AZ, November 10, 2010.
Allison, M.L., 2010, A Digital Revolution in the Geosciences, Association of Engineering &
Environmental Geologists (AEG), Tucson, AZ, July 8, 2010.
Allison, M.L., 2010, Global Data Integration in the Geosciences, Council of State Regulatory
Officials, Interstate Oil & Gas Compact Commission, Annual Meeting, Tucson, AZ,
November 17, 2010.
Allison, M.L., 2010, Perspectives from the U.S. on Data Interoperability, OneGeology-Europe
final workshop, Paris, France, October 27, 2010.
Allison, M.L., 2011, Earth Fissures in Arizona, Utah Geological Survey, Salt Lake City, UT, April 5,
2011.
Allison, M.L., 2011, Everything Digital, Online, and Interoperable, keynote address, Utah
Geographic Information Council, 20th annual meeting, Riverwoods Conference Center,
Logan, UT, April 6, 2011, http://gis.utah.gov/ugic-conference/general-information
Allison, M.L., 2011, Everything Digital, Online, and Interoperable, Americas Petroleum Survey
Group, Annual Meeting, Houston, TX, May 6, 2011.
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Allison, M.L., 2011, Geothermal Data Project Annual Meeting Review, Association of American
State Geologists Annual Meeting, Breakout Session, Dubuque, IA, June 15, 2011.
Allison, M.L., 2011, Meeting the challenges of the 21st century with data integration, Geo-Data
Informatics: Exploring the Life Cycle, Citation and Integration of Geo-Data, National
Science Foundation Workshop (“GeoData2011”), Broomfield, CO, March 2-4, 2011,
presented March 3, 2011.
Allison, M.L., 2011, Online Data for Mining and Mineral Resources – Arizona Leads the Way,
ARPA Critical Issues Conference, AZ Rock Products Association, Phoenix Airport Marriott,
Phoenix, AZ, April 1, 2011.
Allison, M.L., 2011, U.S. Geoscience Information Network (GIN) and Convergence Towards
Global Data Integration in the Geosciences, iPlant GIS Advisory Committee, University of
Arizona, Tucson, AZ, February 25, 2011.
Allison, M.L., 2011, US GIN and Related Activities, OneGeology Operational Management Group
Annual Meeting, British Geological Survey, Edinburgh, United Kingdom, June 30, 2011
Allison, M.L., 2011, Web Accessibility – State Geological Surveys 2.0, Association of American
State Geologists Annual Meeting, Breakout Session, Dubuque, IA, June 13, 2011.
Allison, M.L., and Richard, S.M., 2010, invited, State Geological Survey Deployment of the
National Geothermal Data System, Geological Society of America Annual Meeting,
Denver, CO, November 2, 2010,
http://gsa.confex.com/gsa/2010AM/finalprogram/abstract_178582.htm
Allison, M.L., Jackson, I., Gundersen, L.C., Hubbard, J., and Richard, S.M., 2010, Progress
towards global data integration in the geosciences, American Geophysical Union
Meeting of The Americas, August 8-12, 2010, Foz do Iguaçu, Brazil [cancelled].
Allison, M.L., Richard, S.M., 2011, State Geological Survey’s Contribution to the National
Geothermal Data System 2010-2011, Annual Department of Energy, Geothermal
Technologies Program Peer Review. Bethesda, MD, June 7, 2011.
Allison, M.L., Richard, S.M., Anderson, A., and Cuyler, D., 2011, National Geothermal Data
System and Global Geosciences Data Integration, ESRI Petroleum User Group (PUG)
Conference, Data Management & GIS Technology - Data & Standards session, Houston,
TX, April 19, 2011.
Allison, M.L., Richard, S.M., Clark, R.J., and Grunberg, W., 2010, Application of the U.S.
Geoscience Information Network to deploying a National Geothermal Data System,
American Geophysical Union Fall Meeting, San Francisco, CA, Dec. 17, 2011.
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Allison, M.L., Richard, S.M., Clark, R.J., and Grunberg, W., 2010, The National Geothermal Data
System: An Implementation of the Geoscience Information Network, Web services Blast,
2010 USGS Community for Data Integration Workshop, Denver, CO, August 10-13, 2010.
Allison, M.L., Richard, S.M., Gundersen, L.C., and Jackson, I., 2010, submitted, U.S. Geoscience
Information Network (GIN) and Convergence towards Global Data Integration in the
Geosciences, Geological Society of America Annual Meeting, Denver, CO, October 30 November 3, 2010,
http://gsa.confex.com/gsa/2010AM/finalprogram/abstract_178715.htm
Conway, M., 2010, Arizona Mines, Arizona State Museum Lunch Talk, Phoenix, Arizona State
Museum, November 17, 2010.
Conway, M., 2010, Earth Fissures in Maricopa County, Women’s Council of Realtors, Scottsdale
Resort & Conference Center, November 10, 2010.
Conway, M., 2010, Earth fissures in Pinal County, Pinal City Emergency Preparedness Fair, Casa
Grande, AZ, September 14, 2010.
Conway, M., 2010, Potash in the Holbrook Basin, Society for Mining, Metallurgy, and
Exploration Arizona Conference, Tucson, AZ, December 6, 2010.
Conway, M., 2010, Volcanic History & Earthquake in AZ, Scottsdale High school, December 9,
2010.
Conway, M., 2011, Geohazards in Green Valley Area, Green Valley Community Emergency Alert
Team, Green Valley Fire Station, March 30, 2011.
Conway, M., 2011, Geology history &minerals of Santa Rita Mountains, Green Valley
Community Meeting, Green Valley community center, April 2, 2011
Conway, M., 2011, Geology of Southern Arizona, Autown Sertoma Service, Tucson, AZ, May 24,
2011.
Conway, M., 2011, Geology of the Tucson Basin, Gardeners of Tucson, Tucson, AZ, May 10,
2011.
Conway, M., 2011, US Geoscience Information Network (GIN), National Earthquake Program
Meeting, Boise, ID, June 7, 2011.
Cook, J.P., and Pearthree, P.A., 2010, Holocene mapping of the San Pedro River for ADWR, Pima
Association of Governments, Tucson, AZ, November 29, 2010.
Gootee, B., Mahan, M., and Young, J.J., 2011, Butler Valley Groundwater Resources, Arizona
State Land Department, Phoenix, AZ, February 17, 2011.
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Gundersen, L.C., Whit Meyer, S.J., Walker, D., Allison, M.L., Babied, H., Cerate, C., Fills, D.,
Richard, S.M., Arrow smith, R., 2010, New Initiatives in the Development of a National
Geoinformatics Community, American Geophysical Union Fall Meeting, San Francisco,
CA, Dec. 15, 2010.
Pearthree, P.A., 2011, Verde Holocene Mapping, Verde Valley Water Users Association, Camp
Verde, AZ, April 27, 2011.
Pearthree, P.A., Youberg, A., and Young, J.J., 2010, Surficial geologic mapping and geologic
hazards in Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument, Geological Society of America,
Denver, CO, November 3, 2010.
Spencer, J.E. (presenter), and Wenrich, K.J. (abstract co-author), 2010, The Grand Canyon
breccia-pipe uranium province, northwestern Arizona: Tucson, Arizona Hydrological
Society, Annual Symposium (Dryland Hydrology: Global Challenges, Local Solutions,
September 1-4, 2010), proceedings on CD-ROM.
Spencer, J.E. (presenter), and Wenrich, K.J. (abstract co-author), 2010, Breccia-pipe uranium
mineralization in the Grand Canyon region, and some environmental aspects of mining:
Society for Mining, Metallurgy, and Exploration, Inc., Arizona Conference, presentation
December 6, 2010 at Hilton El Conquistador, Tucson.
Spencer, J.E., 2010, Geologic continuous casting and core-complex genesis, University of Texas,
El Paso (Geology Department Graduate Seminar). October 21, 2010.
Spencer, J.E., 2011, Life at the feather edge: Critical taper theory in extensional tectonics,
University of Arizona Geophysical Society, February 4, 2011.
Spencer, J.E., 2011, The Grand Canyon breccia-pipe uranium province, northwestern Arizona,
and some environmental aspects of mining, Arizona Nuclear Society, Phoenix, AZ, May
25, 2011.
Spencer, J.E., 2011, The Grand Canyon breccia-pipe uranium province, northwestern Arizona,
and some environmental aspects of mining, Arizona Nuclear Society, Tucson, AZ, June
10, 2011.
Young, J. and Pearthree, P.A., 2010, Surficial Mapping of Buckeye Hills and Maricopa
Mountains, Flood Control District of Maricopa County, Phoenix, AZ, October 2010.
Young, J., 2010, Arizona Integrated Seismic Network, Natural Hazards Center, Denver, CO, July
9-11, 2010.
Young, J., 2010, Groundwater Modeling for Butler Valley Basin, Arizona Department of Water
Resources, October 26, 2010.
Young, J., 2011, Seismicity in Arizona, Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station, May 19, 2011.
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Briefings by AZGS Staff
Allison, M. L., 2011, Preservation of the Arizona Department of Mines and Mineral Resources,
Society of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers, Tucson Chapter, dinner meeting, Tucson,
AZ, February 9, 2011.
Allison, M.L., 2010, AZGS Contributions to the NGDS, NGDS Project Annual Meeting, Salt Lake
City, UT, August 16, 2010.
Allison, M.L., 2010, GIN as a data integration framework for the Southern Arizona Template,
Western Regional Partnership, SAT Working Group, Phoenix, AZ, November 8, 2010.
Allison, M.L., 2010, Overview of the National Geothermal Data System, Arizona Geographic
Information Council, Data Committee, [briefing and demo], Phoenix, AZ, July 9, 2010 [by
web conference]
Allison, M.L., 2010, State Geological Survey Contributions to the NGDS, NGDS Project Annual
Meeting, Salt Lake City, UT, August 16, 2010.
Allison, M.L., 2011, AASG Strategic Directions, American Institute of Professional Geologists,
Mid-year Board Meeting, Tucson, AZ, February 11, 2011.
Allison, M.L., 2011, Arizona Geological Survey Overview, American Institute of Professional
Geologists, Arizona Section Annual Meeting, Tucson, AZ, February 12, 2011.
Allison, M.L., 2011, Preservation of the Arizona Department of Mines and Mineral Resources,
Southwest Mineral Exploration Association, luncheon meeting, Tucson, AZ, February 4,
2011.
Allison, M.L., 2011, Preservation of the Arizona Department of Mines and Mineral Resources,
Mining Foundation of the Southwest, Tucson, AZ, February 9, 2011.
Allison, M.L., 2011, State Geothermal Data, Geothermal Energy Technology and International
Development Forum, Washington, DC, exhibit and live demo, May 4, 2011.
Allison, M.L., 2011, U.S. Geoscience Information Network (GIN) and Convergence Towards
Global Data Integration in the Geosciences, iPlant GIS Advisory Committee, University of
Arizona, Tucson AZ, February 25, 2011.
Allison, M.L., Preservation of the Arizona Department of Mines and Mineral Resources, Arizona
Geological Society, dinner meeting, Tucson, AZ, February 1, 2011.
Clark, R.J., 2011, Brief overview of US Geoscience Information Network, Western Regional
Partnership GIS Committee Meeting, Reno, NV, March 8, 2011.
Gootee, B., 2010, Briefing to Federal Emergency Management Agency and Arizona Department
of Emergency Management to assess impacts from a series of flash flooding in Havasu
Canyon, Havasupai Tribe, Supai, AZ, October 3-5, 2010.
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Lovasz G., Hamilton, M., Allison, M.L., 2010, GIS Committee Report, Western Regional
Partnership, Principals Meeting, Albuquerque, NM, August 17, 2010.
Richard, S.M., 2011, Metadata for Geoscience Resources, System for Earth Science Sample
Registration Workgroup Meeting, San Diego, CA, February 22, 2011.
Richard, S.M., 2011, U.S. Geoscience Information Network, U. S. Geological Survey Community
for Data Integration, ScienceBase planning meeting, web meeting, January 24, 2011.
Young, J. and Allison, M.L., 2011, “Questions regarding Arizona’s seismic network”, Arizona
Corporation Commission, Phoenix, AZ, March 29, 2011.
Young, J., 2010, Arizona’s role in development of seismic policies, Western States Seismic
Council, Denver, CO, July 9, 2010.
Young, J., 2011, Arizona’s role in earthquake preparedness, California Earthquake
Clearinghouse, Pasadena, CA, April 7, 2011.
Young, J., and Pearthree, P.A., 2011, Seismicity in Arizona, Palo Verde Nuclear generating
Station, Palo Verde, AZ, May 19, 2011.

Testimony or Written Responses
Allison, M.L., 2010, Response to “Spatial Data Enabling USGS Strategic Science in the 21st
Century,” National Research Council, 5 p., February 16, 2010.
Allison, M.L., 2011, Seismicity and Earthquake Hazards in Arizona, oral testimony, Arizona
Corporation Commission Special Hearing on the Seismic Safety of the Palo Verde
Nuclear Generating Station, March 28, 2011.

Workshops Organized or Hosted by AZGS Staff
Walker, J. D., Gundersen, L.C., and Allison, M.L. (conveners), 2010, Workshop on Working
towards a National Geoinformatics Community (NGC), U.S. Geological Survey Denver
Federal Center, Denver, Colorado, September 23-24, 2010.

Field Trips Led by AZGS Staff
Cook, J.P., and Conway, M., 2011, Earth fissures near the Toltec Buttes, Water Education
Foundation, February 16, 2011.
Cook, J.P., Mahan, M., 2011, Earth fissures near the Sulphur Hills, Arizona Department of Water
Resources, February 20, 2011.
Cook, J.P., Pearthree, P.A., Conway, M., and Youberg A., 2011, Debris flow, seismicity, flooding,
and geology of Sabino Canyon, Arizona Association of Environmental and Engineering
Geologists, Sabino Canyon, AZ, 02/05/2011
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Ferguson, C.A., 2011, Northern Santa Rita Mountains, University of Arizona Geodaze
Symposium, April 2, 2011.
Ferguson, C.A., 2011, Peach Spring Tuff and the Silver Creek caldera, Black Mountains, Mohave
county, trip for collaborative researchers, April 30-May 2, 2011.
Pearthree, P.A., Flood hazards of the Gillespie area Madter Drainage study, Flood Control
District of Maricopa County, Gila Bend, AZ, November 30, 2010.
Young, J. and Pearthree, P.A., 2010, Field Examples of Surficial Mapping of Buckeye Hills, Flood
Control District of Maricopa County and Stantec, Gila Bend, AZ, November 5, 2010.

Webcasts and webinars
AZGS Webcast: “Thermal Profiling of wells for thermal conductivities and heat fluxes in active
sedimentary aquifers,” Dr. Franklin Horowitz, Research Professor, at University of
Western Australia, School of Earth & Environment, and the Western Australia
Geothermal Center of Excellence, January 28, 2011 [29 attendees]
AZGS Webcast: "Geothermal air conditioning opportunities in hot sedimentary Aquifers," Dr.
Franklin Horowitz, Research Professor, at University of Western Australia, School of
Earth & Environment, and the Western Australia Geothermal Center of Excellence,
January 28, 2011 [8 attendees]
AZGS Webinar: “Metadata tools and workflows for AASG Geothermal Data”, February 15, 2011
[32 attendees]
AZGS Webinar: “Metadata tools and workflows for AASG Geothermal Data”, February 16, 2011
[35 attendees]
AZGS Webinar: “Web Services for Bottom-Hole Data,” March 16, 2011 *36 attendees+
AZGS Webinar: “AZGS HUBS – Data and Serving Data,” April 12, 2011 *6 attendees+
AZGS Webinar: “AZGS HUBS – Data and Serving Data,” April 26, 2011 *4 attendees+
AZGS Webinar: “Reviewing Data for Online Delivery.” May 17, 2011 [31 attendees]

Tech Transfer, Outreach, & Assistance
News Releases
Retrieved from http://www.azgs.az.gov/news_releases2011.shtml
Arizona Geological Survey, 2010, AZGS Geologic Extension, September 1, 2010.
Arizona Geological Survey, 2010, AZGS Releases geologic Strip Maps for Arizona’s Verde River,
August 2, 2010.
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Arizona Geological Survey, 2010, Scientific presentation scheduled on Uranium concentration in
Colorado River, September 2, 2010.
Arizona Geological Survey, 2011, AASG-USGS Geoscience Information Network and Western
Regional Partnership Sign Working Agreement, May 13, 2011.
Arizona Geological Survey, 2011, AZGS awarded $189,853 from U.S. Geological Survey
STATEMAP Program, May 31, 2011.
Arizona Geological Survey, 2011, AZGS Opens Storefront on Amazon.com, May 31, 2011
Arizona Geological Survey, 2011, Breccia-pipe uranium mining in northern Arizona and
potential impact on uranium concentrations of Colorado River water, April 29, 2011.
Arizona Geological Survey, 2011, Geologic map of Chino Valley North quadrangle published,
January 26, 2011.
Arizona Geological Survey, 2011, New Earth fissures map for Three Sisters Buttes Area, Cochise
County, March 15, 2011.
Arizona Geological Survey, 2011, Release of Pinal County Earth Fissure Map, Phoenix, Chandler,
Queen Creek, Casa Grande, March 15, 2011.
Arizona Geological Survey, 2011, Wildfire, rain, and floods (Schultz wildfire), January 2, 2011.
Arizona Geological Survey in the News
Interviews with AZGS staff (topic, news outlet, location, interview date)
ADMMR consolidation, AZ Radio News Network, Phoenix, January 24, 2011 [Allison]
ADMMR consolidation, Cronkite News Service, Tempe, April 21, 2011 [Allison]
ADMMR shutdown, Arizona Republic (Phoenix), and Mineweb.com (Reno, NV), “I Think Mining”
blog (Canada), January 19-22, 2011 [Allison]
AMMMR, Palo Verde, seismic, fissures, potash, “Horizons,” Ch 8, Arizona PBS / KAET-Phoenix,
April 19, 2011 [Allison]
Arizona Mining and Mineral Museum, “Horizons,” Ch 8, Arizona PBS / KAET, Phoenix, April 7,
2011 [Allison]
AZGS Bookstore, Downtown Tucsonan, Tucson, AZ July 14, 2010 [Conway]
Breccia-pipe uranium deposits in the Grand Canyon area, KUAT Radio, Tucson, AZ, September 4,
2010 [Spencer]
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Chino Valley Digital Geologic Map, Prescott Daily Courier, Prescott, AZ, January 26, 2011
[Conway]
Chino Valley Digital Geologic Map, Verde Independent, Verde Valley, AZ, January 26, 2011
[Conway]
Copper mining, Arizona Daily Star, Tucson, December 8 & 15, 2010 [Allison]
Earth Fissures in Cochise County, Arizona Range News, Cochise County, AZ, March 18, 2011
[Conway]
Earthquake in Central Arizona, Prescott Daily Courier, Prescott, AZ, April 1, 2011 [Conway]
Earthquakes near Lake Mead, Boulder City Review, NV, June 22, 2011 [Allison]
Geoscience Information Network, Environmental Earth Sciences journal, Germany, July 24/28,
2010 [Allison]
Geothermal energy in Arizona, Arizona Capitol Television (ACTV), Phoenix, January 27 & March
29, 2011 [Allison]
Geothermal Energy, Deluge Energy Report Radio Show (and webcast), KFNX -1100AM, Phoenix,
June 21, 2011 [Allison]
Holocene Mapping Verde River, Arizona Daily Sun, Flagstaff, AZ, July 4, 2010 [Conway]
How long will Arizona remain a copper producer, Arizona Republic, Phoenix, October 20, 2010
[Allison]
Little Chino Fault, Prescott Daily Courier, Prescott, AZ, March 24, 2011 [Conway]
Natural gas pipelines in Arizona, Arizona Republic, Phoenix, September15, 2010 [Allison]
Pinal County Earth Fissure Mapping, Casa Grande TriValley Central, Casa Grande, AZ, March 19,
2011 [Conway]
Potash, Dow Jones Newswire, April 27 & June 23/24, 2011 [Allison]
Resolution Copper mine impacts, Walter Cronkite School of Journalism, Tempe, October 10,
2010 [Allison]
Sedona M3.5 earthquake, KNXV-TV ABC Ch 15 and AZ Radio News, Phoenix, January 23 & 24,
2011 [Allison]
Sedona Sinkholes, AZTV 13 Morning Show with Tanya and Lou, Prescott, AZ, August 12, 2010
[Conway]
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Sinkholes in Sedona: a potential geologic hazard, Channel 12 News, Phoenix, AZ, August 8, 2010
[Gootee]
Uranium deposits in the Colorado River, AZ Daily Sun, Flagstaff, AZ, September 5, 2010
[Conway]
Uranium deposits in the Colorado River, Verde Independent, Verde Valley, AZ, September 4,
2010 [Conway]
Verde Holocene Mapping, Verde Independent, Verde Valley, AZ, July 20, 2010 [Pearthree, Cook,
Conway]
Vermillion Cliffs geology, National Geographic Magazine, Washington DC, January 25, 2011
[Allison]
Wildfire, Rain, Floods, Schultz Fire, AZ Daily Sun, Flagstaff, AZ, January 6, 2011 [Conway]
Wildfire, Rain, Floods, Schultz Fire, Verde Independent, Verde Valley, AZ, January 5, 2011
[Conway]

Exhibits
Geohazards of Pinal County, Pinal County Emergency Preparedness Fair, Casa Grande, AZ,
September 14, 2010.
State Geothermal Data Project, Geothermal Resources Council Annual Meeting and Expo,
Sacramento, CA, December 24-29, 2010.
AZGS Booth, Tucson Gem and Mineral Show, Tucson Convention Center, February 10-13, 2011.
AZGS Booth, Tucson Festival of Books, University of Arizona Mall, Tucson, March 12-13, 2011.
Geothermal Energy Association, Geothermal Energy Technology and International Development
Forum, Washington, DC, exhibit and live demo, May 4, 2011.

AZGS Service to Community & Professional Groups
Lee Allison:
Councilor, Arizona Geological Society, 2011
Adjunct Professor, UA Department of Geosciences, since March 2008
Associate Editor, Informatics, AGU EOS Editorial Advisory Board, March 2008-present
Co-chair, Steering Committee, Geoscience Information Network
COPUS Core
Coordinating Committee, National Geoinformatics Community
Executive Committee, American Geophysical Union Earth & Space Science Informatics Focus
Group, Nov 2008-present
Education, Outreach, and Training (EOT) Advisory Committee, iPlant Collaborative (UA), Jan
2009 – June 2011
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Western Regional Partnership, GIS Committee, 2010 – present
Advisory Committee, Geosciences Directorate, National Science Foundation, January 2011 –
January 2013
Governor’s Renewable Energy Cabinet, , 2010 - present
AZ STEM Network, 2010 - present
iPlant Collaborative GIS Advisory Committee, February 2011 – present
Arizona Science & Technology Festival Action Committee, April 2011 – present
Michael Conway
AZ Sci-Tech Festival Planning Committee 2011-2012
Arizona Geological Society Executive Board 2011-2012
Arizona State Public Information Officers
Dept. of Homeland Security - First Responder Communities of Practice
Arizona Council for Enhancing Recreation & Tourism
National Earthquake Program Managers - Arizona
National Earthquake Program Managers - Planning Committee 2010-2011
Arizona Centennial Best Fest Celebration - Natural Resources Pavilion Steering
Committee 2011-2012
Nyal Niemuth
Vice Chair, Maricopa Section Society of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers (SME),
Mining Session Chair, 2010 SME Arizona Conference
Esty Pape
Organizing Committee, Arizona Hydrological Society Annual Symposium, Tucson, AZ, September
1-4, 2010
Treasurer, American Meterological Society, Southeast Chapter
Kim Patten
Secretary, Arizona Chapter of the American Planning Association, Southern Section
Philip Pearthree
Vice-chair, Pima County Regional Flood Control District Advisory Committee
University of Arizona Dept. of Geosciences Advisory Board
Stephen Richard
Chair, Geoinformatics Division, Geological Society of AmericaChair, Concept Definition Task
Group, Commission for the Management and
Application of Geoscience Information (CGI), a Commission of the
International Union of Geological Sciences (IUGS)
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Awards and Recognitions
John C. Frye Memorial Award
The 2011 John C. Frye Memorial Award went to a
team from AZGS for their 2009 publication,
“Mapping of Holocene River Alluvium along the San
Pedro River, Aravaipa Creek, and Babocomari River,
Southeastern Arizona.” It is authored by Joe Cook,
Ann Youberg, Phil Pearthree, Jill Onken, Bryan
MacFarlane, David Haddad, Erica Bigio, and Andrew
Kowler. The report is the result of a project funded
by the Arizona Dept. of Water Resources for use in
groundwater adjudications.
The Geological Society of America, in cooperation
with the Association of American State Geologists
(AASG), makes an annual award for the best paper
on environmental geology published either by GSA
or by one of the state geological surveys. The award
is $1,000 cash.
The award will be formally presented at the GSA
Annual Meeting in Minneapolis, in October 2011.
AZGS has received the award twice before, in 1996 for a report on land subsidence and earth
fissures, and in 2004 for “A Home Buyer's Guide to Geologic Hazards in Arizona.”
Mining Foundation of the Southwest, 2010 Medal of Merit
The Mining Foundation of the Southwest awarded its 2010 Medal of Merit to Nyal Niemuth,
Chief Engineer of the Arizona Department of Mines & Mineral Resources, at its December 2010
annual Hall of Fame dinner and awards ceremony in Tucson.
Nyal subsequently became an AZGS employee in January, 2011,
continuing to carry out the core duties he did at ADMMR.
The citation from the MFSW follows:
Nyal Niemuth has used his knowledge of minerals, the mining
industry, and Arizona deposits to promote mineral development
for more than 30 years. Nyal, a paradigm of a "public servant" in
the finest sense of that phrase, has served the citizens of Arizona
and the mining community with dedication, passion, and
enthusiasm in his position of mining engineer at the Arizona
Department of Mines and Mineral Resources.
A Wisconsin native, Nyal was intrigued by the glacial erratics he
found when cultivating the fields on his family farm. He attended
the University of Wisconsin where he received a Bachelor of

Figure 23 Nyal Niemuth/ Mining
Foundation of the Southwest.
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Science in Geology. After moving to Arizona Nyal began working for ADMMR where he has
spent more than 29 years. Nyal became an Arizona-registered professional geologist in 1994
and the Department's Chief Mining Engineer in 2005.
With his trademark blend of unfailing good humor and encyclopedic memory, Nyal has provided
thousands with the mineral information they require, whether dealing with an exploration
geologist from a large mining firm or a lone prospector in from the field. He promotes mining
interests by recognizing opportunities and assisting explorationists to develop appropriate
targets.
Nyal has assembled an impressive library of mineral and mining information, consisting of mine
files, books, maps, and photographs. This resource has become the most comprehensive and
accessible collection of Arizona mining information available. Nyal is known for acquiring
deposit information even when he has limited travel dollars to go get it, the manpower to
catalog it, or the space to store it.
Always willing to share his knowledge, Nyal believes in the importance of the mining industry
and advances that message in seminars, his writing, and at conferences. As a tireless advocate
for the mining industry, he is a firm defender against mining scams and false promotions. He
has saved numerous naïve investors from losing money in unscrupulous schemes. He then urges
regulatory agencies to bring those firms to justice or force them to cease and desist.
Nyal is the author of more than 50 technical publications for ADMMR, as well as countless
articles for mining industry journals. He has actively served in numerous geologic, mining, and
mentoring organizations. Because of a curiosity about the stones in a Wisconsin farm field, the
mining world today has an impassioned proponent whose career stands as a positive and wideranging influence on the industry.
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Arizona Revised Statutes
The following are the Arizona Revised Statutes providing authority for AZGS operations.

AZGS Statutes
Title 27, Chapter 1, Article 1: Mines and Mineral Resources
(formerly the statutes governing ADMMR)
27-101. Definitions
In this article, unless the context otherwise requires:
1. "Department" means the Arizona geological survey.
2. "Director" means the state geologist.
3. "Minerals" includes metals and metallic and nonmetallic minerals, except oil and gas.
27-101.01. Immunity
Any claim or action against the department, the director or any other officer, employee or
volunteer of the department in the person's official capacity must be brought against the state
of Arizona and not against the department, director or officer, employee or volunteer
individually.
27-102. Duties of the department
A. The department shall:
1. Promote the development of the mineral resources and industry of this state.
2. Advocate the development of mineral resources and the production of
minerals and mineral products in this state in support of its objectives.
3. Participate in conferences, seminars, forums, speaking engagements, public
news media and other functions necessary to achieve its objectives.
4. Conduct studies of the properties and claims of companies and individuals to
assist in the exploration and development of mineral resources.
5. Maintain a repository of mineral and mining information, including databases,
books, periodicals, individual mine files, mine map repository files, mining
district data and an archive of mine data. All databases and other archival
materials shall be maintained in a secure and retrievable format and location
prescribed by the director to protect and preserve information from damage or
destruction.
6. Provide quality mining data, evaluation and assistance relating to promoting
mineral development to the legislature, federal, state and local governmental
agencies and the public.
7. Make surveys of potential economic mineral resources and conduct field and
other investigations that may interest capital in the development of the state's
mineral resources.
8. Serve as a source of mining information for this state in matters relating to its
mineral resources and monitor current mining and exploration activities.
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9. Publish and disseminate information and data necessary or advisable to attain
its objectives. The director may establish reasonable fees for publications.
10. Cooperate with the corporation commission in its investigations and
administration of laws relating to the sale of mining securities.
11. Assist federal, state and local governmental agencies and instrumentalities,
economic development organizations and gem and mineral organizations in
matters relating to:
(a) Education.
(b) The identification, exploration and development of mineral resources
in this state.
12. Use its authority in other ways to assist in more extensive exploration and
development of the mineral resources of this state.
B. The department shall maintain a mining and mineral depository for collecting and
cataloging mining artifacts and specimens, lapidary material and equipment and other
valuable documents relating to mining and minerals.
27-112. Trade secrets; confidentiality; definition
A. The director may receive and accept geologic, engineering and feasibility studies and
other economic and technical information that is considered a trade secret in the
mineral industry.
B. Trade secret information obtained under this section is confidential and not subject
to public disclosure.
C. For the purposes of this section, "trade secret" means information to which all of the
following apply:
1. A person has taken reasonable measures to protect the information from
disclosure and the person intends to continue to take those measures.
2. The information is not and has not been reasonably obtainable by legitimate
means by other persons without the person's consent, other than by
governmental entities and other than in discovery based on a showing of special
need in a judicial or quasi-judicial proceeding.
3. A statute does not specifically require disclosure of the information to the
public.
4. The person has satisfactorily shown that disclosing the information is likely to
cause substantial harm to the person's competitive position.
Title 27, Chapter 1, Article 4: Arizona Geological Survey
§27-151. Arizona geological survey; state geologist; powers; definition
A. The Arizona geological survey is established with offices located in proximity to the
university of Arizona in Tucson. The governor shall appoint a state geologist, pursuant to
section 38-211, to be the administrative head of the Arizona geological survey and to
serve at the pleasure of the governor. The state geologist shall be registered as a
geologist by the state board of technical registration, a graduate of an accredited
institution and otherwise qualified by education and experience to direct the research
and information functions of the Arizona geological survey.
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B. The state geologist may organize the Arizona geological survey into such
administrative units, and employ such permanent, temporary, part-time and volunteer
professional and support staff, as necessary to achieve the objectives and promote the
policies prescribed by this article.
C. The state geologist may:
1. Retain the services of faculty members or students, and shall have reasonable
access to the data and other resources, of the university of Arizona or any other
state university in this state to conduct or supervise research, experimentation
or other related work of the Arizona geological survey.
2. Organize field expeditions to perform work for the Arizona geological survey
using university students who are sufficiently advanced in their study of geology
to be able to perform satisfactory work.
3. Establish and appoint an advisory board consisting of independent practicing
geologists, university or college faculty, mining geologists and others who use
and rely on data, information and other services of the Arizona geological survey.
D. The expenses of the Arizona geological survey shall be paid by annual appropriation
from the state general fund and as otherwise provided by this article and article 1 of this
chapter.
E. For the purposes of this article, "mineral resources" means all metallic, nonmetallic
and energy resources, including coal, oil, natural gas, geothermal resources, carbon
dioxide and helium.
§27-151.01. Qualifications of employees; private activities relating to geological services
prohibited
Qualifications of employees of the Arizona geological survey shall be prescribed by the state
geologist with the concurrence of the governor. Neither the state geologist nor any employee
shall:
1. Acquire a pecuniary interest in any mineral resources property in the state.
2. Act as broker or agent for any purchaser, owner or agent of mineral resources
property, equipment or products.
3. Accept any commission or compensation for services rendered in connection with
industry in this state.
4. Make an investigation or report on an individual Arizona deposit of mineral resources
or metallurgical process other than pursuant to such employee's official duties.
§27-152. Objectives of Arizona geological survey
The objectives of the Arizona geological survey are to:
1. Serve as a primary source of geologic information in this state to enhance public
understanding of the state's geologic character, geologic hazards and limitations and
mineral resources.
2. Inform, advise and assist the public in matters concerning the geological processes,
materials and landscapes and the development and use of the mineral resources of this
state.
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3. Encourage the wise use of the lands and mineral resources of this state toward its
development.
4. Provide technical advice and assistance in geology to other state and local
governmental agencies engaged in projects in which the geologic setting, character or
mineral resources of the state are involved.
5. Provide technical advice and assistance in geology to industry toward the wise
development and use of the mineral and land resources of this state.
§27-152.01. Duties of Arizona geological survey
The Arizona geological survey shall:
1. Map and describe the bedrock and related geologic materials and processes in
Arizona, as follows:
(a) Prepare geologic maps that show the distribution of rock formations and
surficial materials at the surface and in the subsurface.
(b) Describe the character of rock and surficial materials, including their age,
origin and physical and chemical properties.
(c) Map, describe and monitor known and potential geologic hazards and
limitations to land and resource management.
(d) Map and characterize energy and mineral resources and identify areas that
may have potential for future discoveries.
2. Provide objective, scientific information about the geologic character of this state as
follows:
(a) Provide timely, courteous responses to requests for information, advice and
assistance from the public.
(b) Maintain a computerized bibliographic database of maps and reports on the
geology of this state that is accessible to the public.
(c) Maintain an internet web site that includes information about the Arizona
geological survey, products and services available and the geologic character of
this state.
(d) Give lectures and talks, conduct workshops, lead field trips and provide
information and assistance to public, educational and professional groups.
(e) Publish reports and other information, written in nontechnical terms, to
inform those not trained in geology about the geologic character of Arizona.
3. Beginning on or before January 1, 2007 and every five years thereafter, submit to the
state land department copies of all data files of known areas of earth fissures for the
purposes of section 37-173, paragraph 11. On receipt of the earth fissure maps from the
state land department that are based on data files submitted, the Arizona geological
survey shall provide any map to any member of the public in printed or electronic
format on request. The following notice shall be displayed below each map:
Notice: The state of Arizona has made a reasonable effort to ensure the accuracy of this
map when it was produced, but errors may be present and the state of Arizona does not
guarantee its accuracy. The map supplements, and is not a substitute for, a professional
inspection of property for defects and conditions.
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4. Operate and maintain a central repository and a computerized database for reports,
books, maps and other publications regarding the geology, mineral resources and
associated technologies. Such repository and database shall be available for the use of
the public and may be located at or connected with the university of Arizona or another
state university or agency of this state.
5. Operate and maintain a central repository for rock cores, well cuttings and related
subsurface samples and all associated supplemental data consistent with the laws of
this state requiring the deposit of such material and information. Such repository shall
be available for the use of the public.
6. Receive and expend any monies arising from grants, contracts, contributions,
gratuities or reimbursements payable or distributable to this state from the United
States, or from state, county, municipal or other governmental sources. The Arizona
geological survey shall also receive and expend any monies arising from grants,
contracts, contributions, gratuities or reimbursements donated by private persons or
corporations. Monies received pursuant to this paragraph shall be deposited in the
geological survey fund and handled pursuant to section 27 152.02.
7. Contract and be contracted with.
8. Utilize the services and expertise of the universities of the state at the discretion of
the state geologist.
9. Cooperate with local, county, state and federal agencies.
10. Provide administrative and staff support for the Arizona oil and gas conservation
commission.
§27-152.02. Powers and duties of state geologist; fund
A. The state geologist shall:
1. Establish such administrative functions and offices as necessary to achieve the
purposes of this article.
2. Prescribe the number and professional disciplines of the technical staff and
their office and laboratory associates.
3. Direct the work of the Arizona geological survey and the formulation of its
program and policies.
4. Adopt such rules as are necessary to carry out the purposes of this article.
5. Purchase or lease necessary office and laboratory equipment and acquire
facilities from the state or lease necessary office and laboratory space.
6. Apply for and accept gifts, bequests or legacies of real or personal property or
any other contribution, financial or otherwise, for use pursuant to the direction
of the donor or, in the absence of an express direction, to be disposed of for the
best interests of this state. The state geologist shall honor any restriction
imposed by the donor on divulging contributed information or tangible personal
property.
7. Accept from the federal, state and local governments or their agencies monies
made available to this state for the purposes of this article.
8. Enter into cooperative agreements with federal, county or municipal
governments or their agencies or with any agency or governmental unit
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established by the law of this or any other state for the purpose of carrying out
the provisions of this article.
9. Contract with persons and organizations, public or private, to provide services
for the Arizona geological survey.
10. Appoint a person with a background in oil and gas conservation to act on
behalf of the oil and gas conservation commission and administer and enforce
the applicable provisions of chapter 4 of this title relating to the oil and gas
conservation commission.
B. The state geologist or the geologist's designee, at any time, may enter the property
and inspect wells drilled for oil, gas, geothermal resources, helium or carbon dioxide and
shall control property, machinery and appliances necessary to gauge the wells.
C. A geological survey fund is established for the purposes provided in this article
consisting of appropriations and all monies received pursuant to this section and
sections 27 152.01, 27 153 and 27 515. Monies shall be separately accounted for and
used as a continuing appropriation by the state geologist for the purposes provided
from each source. Monies in the fund are exempt from the provisions of section 35 190
relating to lapsing of appropriations.
§27-153. Publications; deposit
A. The state geologist may publish, in the form of bulletins, circulars, maps and other
related series, or otherwise make available to state agencies, government officials,
industry and the public the results of geological and related research and investigation
undertaken by the Arizona geological survey. A publication shall not include any
confidential information pursuant to section 27 522. The state geologist shall consult
with the operator and obtain the approval of the scope of work for the publication
before the state geologist releases any proposed publication pertaining to a project
regulated by the oil and gas conservation commission.
B. The publications of the Arizona geological survey shall be printed as the state
geologist determines and distributed or sold as the interests of this state or science
demand. Money obtained by the sale of publications shall be deposited in the geological
survey fund established by section 27 152.02 for printing further publications.
C. All materials collected, after having served the purpose of the Arizona geological
survey, shall be made available to the universities, community colleges and high schools
of this state.
§27-155. Annual report of state geologist
The state geologist shall make an annual report to the governor on the progress and condition
of the Arizona geological survey, of pertinent facts concerning this state's geologic setting and
of such other pertinent information as the state geologist deems proper.
§41-3012.07. Arizona geological survey; termination July 1, 2012
A. The Arizona geological survey terminates on July 1, 2012.
B. Title 27, chapter 1, article 4 is repealed on January 1, 2013.
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Arizona Oil and Gas Conservation Commission
§27-515. Administration; powers of the commission; fees
A. The commission shall administer and enforce the provisions of this article and other
laws relating to conservation of oil and gas. The commission and administrative staff
may, at any time, enter upon property and inspect wells drilled for oil or gas, and well
records, and shall control property, machinery and appliances necessary to gauge the
wells. The Arizona geological survey shall provide staff support to the commission to
administer the provisions of this chapter.
B. The commission may:
1. Administer oaths to a witness in any hearing, investigation or proceeding held
under this article or other law relating to conservation of oil and gas.
2. Issue subpoenas requiring attendance and testimony of witnesses and
production of books, papers and records deemed material or necessary, and
direct service of subpoenas by a sheriff or other officer authorized by law to
serve process.
3. Prescribe rules and do all acts necessary or advisable to carry out the
provisions of this article.
4. Collect such fees as will cover the costs of such services as, but not limited to,
reproduction of records or any portion thereof and copies of rules. The monies
so collected shall not be subject to the provisions of section 27 523 but shall be
deposited, pursuant to sections 35 146 and 35 147, by the commission in the
fund from which the expenditure was originally made.
5. Publish technical maps, cross sections and reports and sell these materials for
such fees as will cover the costs incurred in their preparation, reproduction and
distribution.
C. The commission may enter into cooperative agreements with agencies of the United
States government, with agencies of state or local government or with Indian tribes for
the purpose of protection of the fresh water supplies of the state from contamination or
pollution brought about by the drilling of any well or for any other purpose of this
article.
D. The commission may apply for and accept gifts, devises and donations of books, well
records, maps or other materials. All donated materials shall become public records.
E. Monies collected under subsection B, paragraph 5 of this section shall be deposited,
pursuant to sections 35 146 and 35 147, in the geological survey fund established by
section 27 152.02 and shall be used to prepare, reproduce and distribute further
publications. Monies in the fund are not subject to section 27 523.
Department of Real Estate
§33-423. Disclosure; reports; indemnity; applicability; violation; classification
A. A disclosure report pursuant to this section may be provided to the buyer or seller of
real property by a third party as authorized by the buyer or seller and shall be based on
officially adopted and electronically posted or otherwise readily available governmental
maps or information that discloses whether the real property is subject to one or more
of the following:
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1. Special flood hazard areas designated by the federal emergency management
agency pursuant to 42 United States Code chapter 50.
2. Military airports and ancillary military facilities as defined in section 28 8461 or
as disclosed pursuant to section 28 8484 or 32 2113.
3. Military training routes as shown in the map produced pursuant to section 37
102 and military restricted airspace as shown in the map produced pursuant to
section 37 102.
4. Public and private airports that are approved by the federal aviation
administration.
5. Expansive soils as shown on maps issued by the natural resource conservation
service or on other officially adopted and readily available governmental maps.
6. Fissures as shown on earth fissure maps issued by the Arizona geological
survey or pursuant to section 27 152.01, paragraph 3.
7. Special tax assessment areas or taxing authority and amount of special
assessments in addition to ad valorem taxes as shown in the current tax records
of the applicable county assessor.
8. Radon gas potential zones as shown on current maps issued by the United
States environmental protection agency.
9. Environmental hazard superfund sites including the sites listed in the Arizona
superfund program list and the water quality assurance revolving fund registry,
or listed by the United States environmental protection agency including the
national priorities list, the comprehensive environmental response
compensation and liability information system database or on maps issued by
the department of environmental quality or equivalent databases of those sites.
10. Any other condition that affects the real property that the buyer or seller
authorizes and the third party provider agrees to provide in a third party
provider disclosure report.
B. For any third party provider of information as prescribed by this section, the following
apply:
1. A seller or buyer shall not be required to provide the written disclosure
provided by this section to an insurance company, a lender or a governmental
agency.
2. The third party provider shall carry errors and omissions insurance coverage
with limits of at least one million dollars per occurrence and in an aggregate of at
least ten million dollars. A person who violates this paragraph is guilty of a class 1
misdemeanor.
C. If an action is brought as a result of an error, inaccuracy or omission in the disclosure
made only by a third party provider who provides information pursuant to subsection A
of this section, the third party provider shall provide a defense against the action, shall
indemnify the buyer or seller who authorized the disclosure report and persons licensed
pursuant to title 32, chapter 20 who represent the buyer or seller for any judgment
rendered and shall reimburse reasonable attorney fees and costs incurred in defending
the action, unless the buyer, seller or agent for the buyer or seller had knowledge of the
error, inaccuracy or omission or the buyer, seller or agent for the buyer or seller
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modified the disclosure and the modification resulted in the error, inaccuracy or
omission. Nothing in this section shall be construed to prohibit a third party provider of
information from agreeing by contract that the third party provider shall indemnify a
person to a greater extent than is required by this section.
D. If information that is disclosed pursuant to this section is subsequently rendered
inaccurate as a result of any governmental action, map revision, changed information or
other act or occurrence after the delivery of the disclosure, no person is liable for the
information that was disclosed unless the person had knowledge of the error,
inaccuracy or omission.
E. This section shall not be construed to create a cause of action for the use of maps or
other information pursuant to this section. This section does not apply to the sale of real
property by any person pursuant to section 32 2183 or section 32 2195.03, or any
affiliate of that person.
F. This section does not obligate any person to provide or purchase a disclosure report
that is the subject of this section.
G. The listing of a condition in subsection A of this section or in a third party provider
disclosure report does not by itself make that condition material or immaterial to a
particular real estate transaction. The materiality of any disclosure is governed as
otherwise provided by law.

Statutory Authority for Programs
Geologic Extension Service
Library. §27-152.01-4. Operate and maintain a central repository and a computerized database
for reports, books, maps and other publications regarding the geology, mineral resources and
associated technologies. Such repository and database shall be available for the use of the
public and may be located at or connected with the university of Arizona or another state
university or agency of this state.
Bookstore. §27-153 B. The publications of the Arizona geological survey shall be printed as the
state geologist determines and distributed or sold as the interests of this state or science
demand. Money obtained by the sale of publications shall be deposited in the geological survey
fund established by section 27-152.02 for printing further publications.
Publications (including AZ Geology). §27-152.01-2(e). Publish reports and other information,
written in nontechnical terms, to inform those not trained in geology about the geologic
character of Arizona. 27-153.A.: The state geologist may publish, in the form of bulletins,
circulars, maps and other related series, or otherwise make available to state agencies,
government officials, industry and the public the results of geological and related research and
investigation undertaken by AZGS.
Public inquiries. §27.152.01-2. Provide objective, scientific information about the geologic
character of this state as follows: Provide timely, courteous responses to requests for
information, advice & assistance from the public.
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Education & outreach. §27-152.01-2(d). Give lectures and talks, conduct workshops, lead field
trips and provide information and assistance to public, educational and professional groups; (e)
Publish reports and other information, written in nontechnical terms, to inform those not
trained in geology about the geologic character of Arizona.
Websites. §27-152.01-2(c). Maintain an internet web site that includes information about the
Arizona geological survey, products and services available and the geologic character of this
state.
AZGeoBib. §27-152.01-2(b). Maintain a computerized bibliographic database of maps and
reports on the geology of this state that is accessible to the public.
Geologic Hazards and Risk
Earth fissures. §27-152.01-3. Beginning on or before January 1, 2007 and every five years
thereafter, submit to the state land department copies of all data files of known areas of earth
fissures for the purposes of section 37-173, paragraph 11. On receipt of the earth fissure maps
from the state land department that are based on data files submitted, the AZGS shall provide
any map to any member of the public in printed or electronic format on request.
Surficial geologic mapping. §27-152.01-1. Map and describe the bedrock and related geologic
materials and processes in Arizona, as follows: (a) Prepare geologic maps that show the
distribution of rock formations and surficial materials at the surface and in the subsurface; (b)
Describe the character of rock and surficial materials, including their age, origin and physical
and chemical properties.
Geohazards. §27-152.01-1(c). Map, describe and monitor known and potential geologic
hazards and limitations to land and resource management.
Geologic framework. §27-152. The objectives of the Arizona geological survey are to: 1. Serve
as a primary source of geologic information in this state to enhance public understanding of the
state's geologic character, geologic hazards and limitations and mineral resources; 2. Inform,
advise & assist the public in matters concerning the geological processes, materials and
landscapes and the development and use of the mineral resources of this state; 3. Encourage
the wise use of the lands and mineral resources of this state toward its development; 4. Provide
technical advice & assistance in geology to other state and local governmental agencies
engaged in projects in which the geologic setting, character or mineral resources of the state
are involved; 5. Provide technical advice & assistance in geology to industry toward the wise
development and use of the mineral and land resources of this state.
AZ Integrated Seismic Network. §27-152.01-1(c). Map, describe, and monitor known and
potential geologic hazards and limitations to land and resource management.
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Economic Geology
AZ Oil & Gas Conservation Commission. §27-515.A. The Arizona geological survey shall provide
staff support to the commission to administer the provisions of this chapter.
§27-152.02-10. Appoint a person with a background in oil & gas conservation to act on behalf of
the oil and gas conservation commission and administer and enforce the applicable provisions
of chapter 4 of this title relating to the oil and gas conservation commission; B. The state
geologist or its designee, at any time, may enter the property and inspect wells drilled for oil,
gas, geothermal resources, helium or carbon dioxide & shall control property, machinery and
appliances necessary to gauge the wells.
Bedrock geologic mapping. §27-152.01. The Arizona geological survey shall: 1. Map and
describe the bedrock and related geologic materials and processes in Arizona, as follows: (a)
Prepare geologic maps that show the distribution of rock formations and surficial materials at
the surface and in the subsurface; (b) Describe the character of rock and surficial materials,
including their age, origin & physical & chemical properties.
Core and sample repository. §27-152.01-5. Operate and maintain a central repository for rock
cores, well cuttings and related subsurface samples and all associated supplemental data
consistent with the laws of this state requiring the deposit of such material and information.
Such repository shall be available for the use of the public.
Energy and mineral resources. §27-152.01-1(d). Map and characterize energy and mineral
resources and identify areas that may have potential for future discoveries.
Geoinformatics
IT Support. §27-152.01-2(b). Maintain a computerized bibliographic database of maps and
reports on the geology of this state that is accessible to the public; (c) Maintain an internet web
site that includes information about the Arizona geological survey, products and services
available and the geologic character of this state.
GIS Support. §27-152.01-4. Operate and maintain a central repository and a computerized
database for reports, books, maps and other publications regarding the geology, mineral
resources and associated technologies. Such repository and database shall be available for the
use of the public and may be located at or connected with the university of Arizona or another
state university or agency of this state.27-152.01-1. Map and describe the bedrock and related
geologic materials and processes in Arizona.
Enterprise Geodatabase. §27-152.01-4. Operate & maintain a central repository and a
computerized database for reports, books, maps and other publications regarding the geology,
mineral resources and associated technologies. Such repository & database shall be available
for the use of the public and may be located at or connected with the UofA or another state
university or agency of this state.
Data preservation. §152.01-4. Operate and maintain a central repository and a computerized
database for reports, books, maps and other publications regarding the geology, mineral
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resources and associated technologies. Such repository and database shall be available for the
use of the public and may be located at or connected with the university of Arizona or another
state university or agency of this state.
Phoenix Branch
§27-152.02 A. The state geologist shall: 1.Establish such administrative functions and offices as
necessary to achieve the purposes of this article; 2.Prescribe the number and professional
disciplines of the technical staff and their office and laboratory associates; 5.Purchase or lease
necessary office and laboratory equipment and acquire facilities from the state or lease
necessary office and laboratory space.
Management
§27-151 A. The state geologist shall be registered as a geologist by the state board of technical
registration, a graduate of an accredited institution and otherwise qualified by education and
experience to direct the research and information functions of the Arizona geological survey.
Administration. §27-151 B. The state geologist may organize the Arizona geological survey into
such administrative units, and employ such permanent, temporary, part-time, and volunteer
professional and support staff, as necessary to achieve the objectives and promote the policies
prescribed by this article.
Finance & Accounting. §27-152.01-6. Receive and expend any monies arising from grants,
contracts, contributions, gratuities or reimbursements payable or distributable to this state
from the United States, or from state, county, municipal or other governmental sources. The
Arizona geological survey shall also receive and expend any monies arising from grants,
contracts, contributions, gratuities or reimbursements donated by private persons or
corporations. Monies received pursuant to this paragraph shall be deposited in the geological
survey fund and handled pursuant to section 27-152.0.
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AZGS Staff Members
Director and State Geologist (2005 - Present)

M. Lee Allison, Ph.D., R.G
Administrative Services
Carey, Dennis, Administrative Assistant
Gustad, Leif, Fiscal Services Specialist
LaRue, Paula, Acting CFO & Business Manager
Madero, Adrieanna, Fiscal Services Specialist

Dennis.carey@azgs.az.gov
Leif.Gustad@azgs.az.gov
Paula.larue@azgs.az.gov
Adrieanna.madero@azgs.az.gov

x4132
x4129
x4147
x4135

Geoinformatics
Chen, Genhan, Web Services Developer
Clark, Ryan, Geoinformatics Supervisor
Coleman, Celia, Geoinformatics Specialist
Day, Janel, Geoscience Information Manager
Love, Diane, Geologist
Musil, Leah, Information Technology Specialist
Pape, Esty, Information Technology Specialist
Patten, Kim, Project Coordinator,
Richard, Stephen M., Section Chief

genhan.chen@azgs.az.gov
ryan.clark@azgs.az.gov
celia.coleman@azgs.az.gov
janel.day@azgs.az.gov
diane.love@azgs.az.gov
leah.musil@azgs.az.gov
esty.pape@azgs.az.gov
kim.patten@azgs.az.gov
steve.richard@azgs.az.gov

x4137
x4139
x4141
x4154
x4119
x4143
x4138
x4125
x4127

Environmental Geology
Cook, Joseph P., Geologist
Gootee, Brian F., Research Geologist
Mahan, Michael K., Geologist
Pearthree, Philip A, Section Chief
Youberg, Ann, Research Geologist
Young, Jeri J.,

joe.cook@azgs.az.gov
brian.gootee@azgs.az.gov
michael.mahan@azgs.az.gov
phil.pearthree@azgs.az.gov
ann.youberg@azgs.az.gov
jeri.young@azgs.az.gov

x4140
602.708.8846
x4134
x4128
x4142
602.708.8558

ferguson@geo.arizona.edu

520.388.4921
805.450.3940
x4123
x4124

Economic Geology
Ferguson, Charles A., Research Geologist
Johnson, Brad, Geologist
Rauzi, Steven L. , Oil & Gas Administrator
Spencer, Jon E., Section Chief

steve.rauzi@azgs.az.gov
jon.spencer@azgs.az.gov

Geologic Extension Service
Barry-Santos, Pam, Web Administrator
Bellassai, Randi, Sales and Marketing Manager
Conway, Michael, Section Chief
Harriman, Michelle, Bookstore Manager

pam.barrysantos@azgs.az.gov
randi.bellassai@azgs.az.gov
Michael.conway@azgs.az.gov
michelle.harriman@azgs.az.gov

Phoenix Branch
Bain, Diane, Records Archivist
Hernandez, Jennifer, Assistant Records Archivist
Niemuth, Nyal, Phoenix Branch Chief

diane.bain@azgs.az.gov
jennifer.hernandez@azgs.az.gov
nyal.niemuth@azgs.az.gov

All Tucson phone numbers are +1 520.209.extension

x4133
x4131
x4146
x4130

602.771.1605
602.771.1601
602.771.1604
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Acronyms
AASG – Association of American State Geologists
ADEM – Arizona Department of Emergency Management
ADMMR – Arizona Department of Mines and Mineral Resources
AHS – Arizona Historical Society
AISN – Arizona Integrated Seismic Network
AZGeoBib – Bibliography of Arizona Geology
AZGS – Arizona Geological Survey
AzLSG – Arizona Land Subsidence Group
BAER – Burn Area Emergency Response Team (USFS)
BLM – U.S. Bureau of Land Management
DOE – U.S. Department of Energy
EFAG – Earth Fissure Advisory Group
FEMA – Federal Emergency Management Agency
FY – Fiscal Year
GES – AZGS Geologic Extension Service
GIS – Geographic Information Systems
GMAC – Geologic Mapping Advisory Committee (AZGS)
GTP – Department of Energy, Geothermal Technologies Program
IUGS-CGI – International Union of Geological Sciences - Commission for the Management and
Application of Geoscience Information
LPG – Liquefied Petroleum Gas
MCF – 1,000 cubic feet of natural gas
NEHRP – National Earthquake Hazard Reduction Program
NEIC – National Earthquake Information Center
NGDS – National Geothermal Data System (US DOE)
NGGDPP – National Geological and Geophysical Data Preservation Program (USGS)
NPS – National Park Service
NSF – National Science Foundation
SAB – Science Advisory Board to the AZGS State Geothermal Data project
SOW – Statement of Work
USFS – United States Forest Service
USGIN or GIN – U.S. Geoscience Information Network (USGS & AASG)
USGS – United States Geological Survey
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Over 125 years serving Arizona:
1883 Territorial Geologist position established
1888 First Territorial Geologist appointed
1893 Reorganized as the University of Arizona Bureau of
Mines
1915 Arizona Bureau of Mines (University of Arizona)
1977 Arizona Bureau of Mines and Mineral Technology
(University of Arizona)
1988 Arizona Geological Survey
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